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The subject of this project coincides with one of the priority
actions of the International Policy Programme Biodiversity
2002-2006 of the Netherlands. The urgency of this theme
was once more underlined during a seminar in Brussels on 
3 March 2004 ‘The impact of Accession on High Nature Value
cattle systems in Central and Eastern Europe’, organised by
the European Forum on Nature Conservation & Pastoralism.
In the same period the Dutch government introduced a new
Programme Capacity Building (p s o - (Pre) accession short
Programme (p pa -short)) for e u Candidate countries and
new Member States, managed by e v d international busi-
ness and cooperation. This was an excellent opportunity to
combine capacity building with the substance of an impor-
tant issue.

The National Reference Centre for Agriculture, Nature and
Food Quality (e c l n v ) and d lg Service for Land and Water
Management of the Dutch Ministry for Agriculture, Nature &
Food Quality, in consultation with the Latvian Ministry of
Agriculture, together developed a project proposal to address
the issue of land abandonment in the context of current and
new e u legislation on the Common Agricultural Policy, inclu-
ding rural development. This project proposal was submitted
by d lg to e v d . Thanks to a grant to d lg under the p pa -
short programme, this project could be carried out.

The project was jointly implemented by the Latvian Ministry
of Agriculture, with Latvian State Institute of Agrarian 
Economics, and the two above-mentioned departments of
the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature & Food Quality.

On the Latvian side Mr Indulis Abolins (Ministry of Agricultu-
re) and Mr Martins Valther (Latvian State Institute of Agra-
rian Economics) coordinated the project and on the Dutch
side Mr Ron Blokzijl (d lg ) was the overall project coordina-
tor and Mr Gerard van Dijk (e c l n v ) was responsible with
respect to the content (e u policy and ecological aspects).
The project was very much supported by the preparation of a
background document (updated after the seminar and inclu-
ded in this publication) by i e e p (Clunie Keenleyside, David
Baldock and Agata Zdanowicz) and Veenecology (Peter Veen).

During the seminar the input of a great number of speakers
was extremely helpful. Opening speeches were given by Ms
Laimdota Straujuma, State Secretary of Agriculture of Latvia,
Mr Wicher Slagter, Deputy Head of the Royal Netherlands
Embassy in Latvia and Mr Corné van Alphen, chairman of the
e u Council working party on agricultural structures during
the Dutch presidency.
Important inputs from the European Commission were given
by Mr Iman Boot and Mr Athanasios Christidis (both from 
d g agriculture) and Mr Krzystof Sulima (d g Environment).
A range of valuable presentations on the national situations
and experience were given by the delegations from the new
Member State Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, the Slovak Republic
and Poland, from the Candidate Countries Bulgaria and 
Turkey and from the ‘old Member States’ Sweden, France and
the United Kingdom. It was very useful to combine the dis-
cussion on the issues in the new Member States and Candi-
date Countries with the experience with e u rules in the ‘old
Member States’. From the n g o side a useful contribution
was given by the European Environmental Bureau.

A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s
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Fo r e w o r d

From 7-8 October 2004 a seminar was held in Sigulda, Latvia,
on the management of abandoned farmland for biodiversity,
in relation to the e u Common Agricultural Policy. About 50
participants from 7 new and 4 old e u Member States and 
2 Candidate Countries as well as representatives from the
European Commission’s d g Agriculture and d g Environment
discussed the possibilities to bring abandoned High Nature
Value farmland into management again with the help of the
c a p ’s first and second pillar.
In many central and eastern European countries land aban-
donment is a widespread phenomenon. In some countries
more than 20% of the farmland is currently abandoned.
Among semi-natural grasslands, the average percentage is
about 25% and sometimes even up to 60%. Hence the need
to explore ways to bring back the most important grass-

lands, e.g. Natura 2000 areas and other ‘High Nature Value
farmland’ (usually semi-natural grasslands and important
bird areas) under regular management.
Both the ecological aspects and the legal aspects (e u 1st and
2nd pillar) were described in the background document,
whereas the discussions focused fully on the legal possibili-
ties to use e u (co-)funding for this purpose. Both the possibi-
lities under the current system and the strengths and weak-
nesses of the proposed new rural development regulation
were discussed. The results were combined in the ‘findings’
of the seminar and became available in time before the e u
Council Working Group on Agricultural Structures of 22 Octo-
ber, which discussed the ‘Land Management axis’ of the pro-
posed new regulation.

Nina Rakstina, Director of
Rural Development Department
Ministry of Agriculture
Latvia

Henk Mulder, Director d lg
Government Service for Land
and Water Management*
The Netherlands

Herma de Wilde, Acting Director
Reference Centre for Agriculture,
Nature and Food Quality*
The Netherlands

* Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality
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main themes and   
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Seminar on land abandonment and biodiversity, in relation
to the 1st and 2nd pillars of the e u ’s Common Agricultural
Policy, Sigulda, Latvia, 7-8 October 2004 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

The abandonment of agricultural land has been driven by a
variety of pressures linked to economic and social transition
in Central and Eastern Europe. Abandonment has affected
many types of farmland including significant areas of High
Nature Value (h n v ). Although h n v land forms only a limi-
ted proportion of the unmanaged land, its importance for
biodiversity is very considerable, both for flora and fauna in
the region. Where the management is suspended, botanical
composition in such areas can alter rapidly and its conserva-
tion value decline within relatively few years, important bird
areas may also lose their character. In the early years of
abandonment this process may be relatively easy to reverse
with appropriate management and there is no serious need
to pay farmers for restoration. However, once more severe

abandonment sets in, much greater effort and levels of
expenditure are required. For this reason, the continued
management of h n v farmland, and the restoration of some
fairly limited areas of abandoned land, is a major environ-
mental priority. Public support for restoration of favourable
habitat status on h n v farmland is fully justified if, after res-
toration, such land will be continually managed in a way pre-
serving, and possibly enhancing its biodiversity.
In the course of two days of discussions seminar participants
identified several options for the use of existing policy tools
from both pillars of the c a p to tackle this problem. The
reformed rural development pillar of the c a p has the poten-
tial to offer an important means of restoring and maintai-
ning High Nature Value land where management is suspen-
ded or where incentives are needed for continued
management.

However, the options offered by Pillar Two support to allow
recovery of land where management has been suspended
for a long period and to put it back under management,
seem limited; the same holds for the new draft e a f r d pro-

1 This seminar, jointly organised by the Latvian Ministry of Agriculture and the
Dutch ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (Government Service
for Land and Water Management and Reference Centre for Agriculture, Nature
& Food Quality) , in conjunction with the Latvian State Institute of Agrarian

Economics, the Institute for European Environmental Policies and Veenecology
brought together delegates from 7 New and 4 Old eu Member States, 2 Candi-
date Member States and the European Commission.



2 and of course on land where a good habitat condition was restored.
3 […] protection of the environment in connection with agriculture, forestry
and landscape conservation as well as with the improvement of animal 
welfare[…].
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posed by the Commission. These aspects, as presented by the
Commission representatives, will be further elaborated
below. Consequently, it was considered useful to put forward
suggestions for potential changes to the new draft European
Agricultural Fund for Rural Development to improve the
capacity of Member States to address this issue in an
appropriate way through Pillar Two policies.

The total area of High Nature Value farmland where there is
an urgent need to bring back agricultural management is
limited, as the majority of abandoned land was not of con-
servation importance. By contrast, within the h n v category
itself, abandoned land is very significant in the new Member
States. For example, of the semi-natural grasslands (which
together with Important Bird areas make up the bulk of the
h n v category), on average 26% per country and up to a
maximum of 60% is abandoned.

H o w  t o  a d d r e s s  l a n d  a b a n d o n m e n t

prioritising hnv farmlands in the national 
rural development strategies and programmes 
The list of the criteria for selection of the potential priority
areas presented in the Background Paper (section 4.2) provi-
des sufficient framework for the selection exercise. Natura
2000 areas and certain other h n v areas are an obvious prio-
rity. The designation of the priority areas is a national
responsibility. Links between the designation of such priority
areas and National Biodiversity Strategies should be explo-
red. The overarching objective at the e u level is halting the
loss of biodiversity in the e u by 2010, as declared in the e u
Sustainable Development Strategy and Gothenburg Council
conclusions.

Clearly the Community Strategic Guidelines and the Nation-
al Strategy Plans, mentioned in the Commission proposal for
a new rural development regulation (e a f r d ; Title II) will be
interesting tools for addressing and responding to this issue.

restoration and management
In the management of h n v farmland, including the land
that requires some restoration actions, efforts need to be
made in raising awareness of the importance of those natu-
re values amongst the politicians and decision makers.
Three kinds of actions are necessary to ensure that the biodi-
versity values of the h n v farmland are preserved:
• restoration activities, including removal of unwanted 

vegetation, need to be undertaken when the habitat
conditions have worsened as a result of suspending 
appropriate management;

• work to bring land back to Good Agricultural and 
Environmental Condition (ga e c ) after a short period of 
under management;

• continued biodiversity-sensitive management has to be 
secured for sites which are still in a favourable habitat
condition2.

existing policy tools allowing for restoration of
unmanaged hnv farmland
This is a recognised concern in the e u . At present some old
and New Member States (eg Sweden and Latvia) have used
the provisions of Art. 333 of Regulation 1257/1999 (the r d r )
for that purpose. It is still possible to incorporate such meas-
ures into the existing programmes in the New Member Sta-
tes, however, action would need to be taken swiftly in order
to allow for implementation of any new/additional meas-
ures4 prior to 2007. It is uncertain whether the successor to
the r d r which will enter into force at the beginning of 2007
will offer equivalent provisions.

4 Because all territories of the NEW MEMBER STATES are covered by Objective
1, measures under this article are financed from eaggf Guidance and there-
fore ‘shall form part of the programming for Objective 1 regions in accordance
to Regulation (ec) No 1260/1999’ (1257/1999, Art. 40(1). Depending on the
arrangements made at national level this can either be done through a Single
Programming Document (spd) covering use of all eu Structural Funds in the



other important rural development measures
Other important measures, like the farm investment scheme
or setting up of young farmers also have some limitations,
since the holding has to have some level of economic viabili-
ty as an eligibility condition. In fact, taking into account the
limitations of the mainstream agricultural and land manage-
ment measures of Regulation 1257/99, certain provisions of
Article 33 could be used, namely land improvement, agricul-
tural infrastructure operations and some broader actions
under Article 33, 11th indent (..environment..), as well as
measures such as diversification, tourism and handicraft
development, and l e a d e r -type approaches.

New Member States may also decide to introduce State Aid
to facilitate restoration of management on h n v land that
has fallen out of production, but this imposes a high budge-
tary burden.

possibilities for registering hnv farmland into the
cap pillar one support schemes following its 
restoration
Pillar One payments under the c a p are of crucial importance
to the economic sustainability of agricultural management
in the New Member States. Therefore the ways in which the
provisions relating to granting such aid are used in relation
to land that is currently out of use are very important.

If at any time the area of land eligible for Pillar One payment
increases, the payments per hectare will have to be reduced
to some extent.

move from the single area payment scheme (saps)
to the single payment scheme (sps)
For the eight New Member States applying sa p s the
moment when a change is made to the s p s (2008 at the
latest) will represent an opportunity for registering any agri-

cultural land previously unregistered for Pillar One pay-
ments. The e u legislation does not impose any direct restric-
tions with regard to registration of agricultural land for Pillar
Two payments in general (subject to some reservations
explained below), and Pillar One payments prior to introduc-
tion of s p s .

national reserve
All New Member States which opted to use sa p s are obliged
to create a National Reserve constituted by three percent of
all the e u funds available for Pillar One direct payments, in
order to ensure equitable rights of enrolling land into the
payment schemes for all land owners/managers. This reserve
may be used (an option for the New Member States) to give
new rights (entitlements) to new farmers or to cover land
that had not been registered in the first year of introduction
of the schemes.

national envelopes 
Art. 69 of Council Regulation 1782/2003 allows for creation
of National Envelopes by the Member States applying s p s .
For 8 of the New Member States this will become possible
when switching from the current sa p s to s p s , in 2008/9 at
the latest. Up to 10 per cent of Pillar One payment
allo-cations for the country in question can be used […] for 
additional payments for specific types of farming which are
important for the protection or enhancement of environ-
ment […]’. This could be an additional opportunity for sup-
porting biodiversity-sensitive farming in the New Member
States after adopting s p s , and such envelopes could be used
in the future to support management of land which was not
subject to Pillar One payments under sa p s .

1 1

country concerned, or through the Sectoral Operational Programmes under
the Community Support Framework. Although the amendments to spds and
cfs/sops are possible, in terms of the administrative process this may be
demanding, as other players than Ministries of Agriculture and Rural Develop-
ment and dg Agriculture need to be involved.



voluntary modulation 
Voluntary modulation of the Pillar One payments can be
used as a tool for transferring funds from Pillar One to Pillar
Two of the c a p for rural development, including nature 
conservation purposes.

how can we reach a balance between restoration,
afforestation and spontaneous succession to
forest?
Afforestation by either natural succession or planned action
will inevitably be one of the ways in which abandoned land
will change its functions. Notwithstanding the multiple
benefits of forests, it is important that afforestation is avoi-
ded where it would be detrimental to biodiversity. It should
be noted that the implementing rules for the rural develop-
ment regulation set out a maximum period that agricultural
land is not farmed prior to afforestation, after which it
ceases to be eligible for afforestation support under Article
31 of Regulation 1257/99.
There are several ways of addressing this issue:
• Identification of h n v farmland5 areas which should be 

excluded from afforestation.
• Attaching certain environmental conditions to e u

support schemes for afforestation.
• Regulating it through national, regional and local spatial 

planning and addressing the issue in the national 
strategy plan for rural development (post 2007). However,
local spatial planning systems were believed to be 
potentially the most effective method, allowing for a high
degree of flexibility to local conditions.

H o w  t o  avo i d  a ny  a d d i t i o n a l  a b a n d o n -
m e n t o f  h n v a g r i c u l t u ra l  l a n d ?

pillar one
Several national delegations from the New Member States
stated that the introduction of the Single Area Payment
Scheme (sa p s ) had resulted in the re-introduction of 
agricultural management on land that was temporarily out
of use. The obligation to maintainland eligible for Pillar One
payment in Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition
(ga e c ) should help to prevent loss of semi-natural agri-
cultural habitats, and Article 5 of the Regulation 1782/2003
should be especially useful in preventing further loss of 
permanent pastures, if implemented effectively by Member
States.

how to define cross compliance
A balance needs to be kept between the desirable effects of
the application of cross compliance requirements (and ga e c
in particular) on all land eligible for Pillar One and Two 
payments, and the fact that they will represent a baseline 
for calculation of any payments under agri-environment
schemes6. If cross-compliance requirements are too deman-
ding, they can contribute to further abandonment7.

Specific provisions may need to be developed for specific
types of habitats, where good environmental condition may
not be synonymous with good agricultural condition, eg
where high water table levels, or considerable density of
shrubs or trees may be desirable.
Special attention needs to be paid when designing control
and monitoring requirements, to avoid automatic disquali-
fication of areas which may display such non-standard 
characteristics.

5 See also Resolution on biodiversity of the Pan European ministerial 
conference ‘Environment for Europe’ in Kiev, May 2003 and the ‘Message from
Malahide’, resulting from the eu conference on biodiversity in May 2004.

6 Proposal for a new rural development regulation/ eafrd (July 2004)
7 It could discourage farmers to apply for still low pillar I payments on the one
hand and lead to lower agri-environmental payments on the other hand.
8 Compare this with existing scrub coverage.
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The new cross-compliance requirements for agri-environ-
ment payments include conforming to ga e c (annex IV of R.
1782/03) in its sanction (and not eligibility) approach. In this
context the exact meaning of ‘Avoiding8 the encroachment
of unwanted vegetation’9 would need to be clarified.

pillar two
A range of rural development measures could and should be
used to support h n v agricultural areas subject to abandon-
ment. Measures aimed at stimulating economic activities
and improvement of technical and social infrastructure are
complementary to appropriate land management measures.

land management measures
Alongside Pillar One support, Compensatory Payments under
current or future Less Favoured Areas schemes were seen as
the best options to prevent any further abandonment.
Agri-environment schemes can be used where more deman-
ding management is required for environmental reasons,
especially on High Nature Value farmland, although this is
limited by the fact that these schemes require some prior
utilisation of the land through farming activities.
For both schemes, a prerequisite is a level of Good Farming
Practice (g f p ), which is an eligibility condition for all far-
mers. For agri-environment measures (a e m ) in particular,
the g f p is the baseline for calculating the a e payments.
g f p implies a certain degree of land use through farming.
Therefore, it seems difficult to use these two schemes for
recovering totally abandoned farmland10.
Regarding the future baseline according to the Commission
proposal for a new rural development regulation/e a f r d we
refer to the section on cross-compliance under Pillar One
above.

development of education and training capacities 
Lack of resources/capacity to provide adequate training on
the environmental issues relating to agriculture to first
trainers (advisors, teachers, trainers), and then farmers, was
identified as a significant problem. While the introduction of
agri-environment schemes and ga e c conditions has created
a need for such instruction there is a shortage of the rele-
vant training courses in the New Member States, and 
especially short courses for agricultural advisors. While the
current legislation allows for support for setting up advisory
services and partial reimbursement of the costs of farmers
using it, broader activities related to training trainers may
need to be incorporated into the educational programmes
financed by European Social Fund.

stimulation of economic activities in rural areas
It has been recognised that functioning markets are a prere-
quisite to success of any other schemes aimed at sustainable
management of h n v agricultural land. Therefore measures
aimed at improving markets for agricultural products, espe-
cially high quality products, and services related to agricul-
tural land such as tourism, need to be considered alongside
land management type measures. Support for diversification
of economic activities in rural areas is equally important.
h n v farmland often belongs to small scale semi-subsistence
holdings, therefore appropriate measures for supporting
semi-subsistence farming can play an important role in 
preventing abandonment.

9 Regulation 1782/2003, Annex IV
10 For possibilities under article 33 of Regulation 1257/1999 see the section
‘Existing policy tools…’ above.
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N e w  E u r o p e a n  A g r i c u l t u ra l  F u n d  fo r  
R u ra l  D e ve l o p m e n t ( e a f r d )

The future opportunities for using e u co-funded rural 
development measures for restoration of temporarily unma-
naged h n v farmland will depend on the provisions of the
currently discussed proposal for a new e a f r d . It is impor-
tant that the new fund provides opportunities to address
the issue of abandonment of h n v farmland, not only
through direct support to restoration and biodiversity-
sensitive management, but also for integrated actions
improving the economic and social sustainability of areas
affected by or prone to abandonment. Below some sugge-
stions are discussed. Some general options for using rural
development measures to reverse or prevent land abandon-
ment, discussed in the previous sections but also valid after
2007, will not be repeated here.

the proposed article 38 (non-productive 
investments)
This article seems to offer a possibility for financing such
activities, but further clarifications and amendments to the
text of Article are to be considered if its provisions are to be
effective.
Would the land that does not meet the requirements of
ga e c  prior to restoration, but which would meet these
requirements as a result of investment in restoration 
become eligible for payments under agri-environment
and/or Natura 2000 payment schemes?
The option of allowing for the investments leading to 
meeting cross compliance requirements prior to the 
enrolling of land into an agri-environment scheme could be 
considered, eg by changing the wording of indent (a) of 
Article 38 in the proposal to read as follows:
investments linked to the achievements of commitments
undertaken pursuant to the measure provided for in Article

34 (a)(iv) and/or commitments to be undertaken immediate-
ly upon the completion of such investments;
The current text of Article 38 limits the eligibility of land for
such non-productive investments to the land subject to agri-
environment contracts or within Natura 2000 areas, and to
on-farm investments in the latter group, implying beneficia-
ries other than farmers could not be eligible. It could be con-
sidered to replace indent (b) of Article 38 in the proposal by
the following:
investments which improve the environmental condition
and enhance the amenity value of the Natura 2000 and
other High Nature Value farmland areas concerned11.

the proposed article 49 (a)(iv) (..natural heritage..)
Another potential possibility to develop measures for impro-
ving the environmental condition of unutilised h n v farm-
land is offered under the proposed Article 49 (a)(iv), the pro-
tection, upgrading and management of the natural heritage,
so contributing to sustainable economic development.’
However, Art. 53 limits eligible activities to: environmental
awareness actions, tourist improvements and the drawing-
up of protection and management plans relating to Natura
2000 sites and other places of high natural value.’
If the above mentioned limitations of Art. 38 could not be
rectified, consideration could be given to extending the
applicability of Art. 49 (a)(iv) to other activities, such as res-
toration of h n v farmland, by amending Art. 53, so that it
covers implementation of the management plans relating to
Natura 2000 and other land of high natural value. Such an
extension of the proposed provisions would also allow for
the development of measures for managing non-agricultural
h n v areas in between the plots of agricultural land, such as
wetlands, road banks, pieces of derelict land etc. These are
currently ineligible for any of the support under the propo-
sal. This, however, implies a considerable widening of Art. 53.

11 A Commission representative made a comment that broadening the scope
of indent (b) would imply less funding for Natura 2000 areas and entail 
problems with regard to the capacity of rd funds to help meet Natura 2000
requirements. (This reflects a potential shortage of funding for Pillar Two
measures).
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calculation of payments under agri-environment
schemes 
Thorough consideration needs to be given to the environ-
mental and economic consequences of land abandonment in
designing methods of calculating payments under agri-envi-
ronment measures. Currently applicable provisions of Article
18 of the implementing Regulation 445/200212 could serve as
a good example of addressing such considerations, bearing
in mind that cross compliance will apply from 2007. It should
be noted that the wording used in this provision refers to
abandoning of land, rather than to (already) abandoned
land.

less favoured areas
The proposed new criteria for designation may be problema-
tic in the areas where socio-economic aspects such as strong
depopulation trends are of high importance, but which may
be excluded as a result of the new designation criteria. In
such areas land abandonment may intensify or begin to
occur. On the other hand, the Cross Compliance requirement
(including ga e c ) is also valid for natural handicap payments,
in its sanction approach.

leader
In the new r d r proposal only the l e a d e r approach allows
for an effective integration of activities/measures belonging
to different priority axes. It may be particularly suitable for
combining a different set of measures needed in the h n v
areas where abandonment is observed, starting from the
preparation of management plans, through restoration of
favourable habitat status, ongoing management, develop-
ment of tourism and markets in the improved area, to 
promotion of both tourism and quality products from such
areas.

Articles 56 and 57 proposed under Axis 3 allow for support of
training for future animators, which could be recruited from
civil society organisations (eg. environmental n g o s), as well
as farmers unions or local self-governments. Since lack of 
initiative and passive life attitudes are frequently one of the
main problems of rural areas, efforts in animating local
society are especially important.

a more integrated approach
In addition to the above-mentioned options, including the
‘easier approach’ through l fa and agri-environment pay-
ments, a more ‘progressive’ approach could also be exami-
ned: The proposed new measures for farm investments and
setting up of young farmers do not require any more the via-
bility criterion: in the former, investment must improve the
overall performance of the farm, while in the latter the
young farm must submit a business plan for the develop-
ment of his (her) activities. Therefore, these measures offer
more flexibility for setting a farming activity. On the other
hand, the general infrastructure measures under Art. 28 offer
again a pool for drawing funds in order to improve the pro-
ductive status of the land and its operational environment.
The training and capacity building measures under either
axis 1 or axis 3 (for more general issues) can also contribute
to the development of on and off-farm activities. Axis 3 and
the l e a d e r approach can provide for alternative employ-
ment and improvement of the quality of life in rural areas.
This more integrated and progressive approach requires,
however, more intellectual investment and systematic plan-
ning but it copes better with the principle of multiannual
programming. It was therefore recommended by the Com-
mission to engage in this way before trying to enter the l fa
or a e schemes.

12 […the economic consequences of abandoning of land or cessation of certain
farm practices may be taken into account where it is justified by the 
agronomic or environmental circumstances. …]; Regulation 445/2002 has 
repealed the earlier implementation regulation 1750/1999.
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Ex e c u t i ve  s u m m a r y  
The abandonment of agricultural land has been driven by a
variety of pressures linked to economic and social transition
in Central and Eastern Europe. Abandonment has affected
many types of farmland including significant areas of High
Nature Value (h n v ). Although h n v land forms only a limi-
ted proportion of unmanaged farmland, its importance for
biodiversity is very considerable, both for flora and fauna in
the region. Where the management is suspended, its botani-
cal composition can alter rapidly and its conservation value
decline within relatively few years; important bird areas may
also lose their character. In the early years of abandonment
this process may be relatively easy to reverse with appropria-
te management the need for special policy measures and
payments for farmers may not arise. However, once more
severe abandonment sets in, much greater effort and levels
of expenditure are required. For this reason, the continued
management of h n v farmland, and the restoration of some
fairly limited areas of abandoned land is a major environ-
mental priority. Public support for restoration of favourable

habitat status on h n v farmland is fully justified if, after res-
toration, such land will be continually managed in a way
that preserves, and possibly enhances its biodiversity.

Some data on the scale of h n v agricultural land abandon-
ment in the new Member States is presented in this paper. It
must be emphasised that official reporting of abandonment
may not correspond precisely to the position on the ground.
There are areas of relatively hidden abandonment where
management has ceased or is close to doing so. Abandoned
land is an unused resource both economically and environ-
mentally. In environmental terms the main priorities are
both to prevent further abandonment of h n v farmland, and
in particular to secure the appropriate management of valu-
able semi-natural grasslands in the future.

A crucial first step in addressing the problem is to identify
the h n v areas where continued management is needed and
those where abandonment has taken place. Priority areas
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and environmentally appropriate forms of management can
be set out in a strategy for managing biodiversity in relation
to land abandonment. This should relate to e u priorities
including the Birds and Habitats Directives and the Biodiver-
sity Action Plan for Agriculture.

Agricultural policy is undergoing important changes in the
new Member States as they adapt to the c a p . Most have
opted to adopt a Simplified Area Payment Scheme (sa p s )
for the first few years of e u membership Beyond this, by the
end of 2008 at the latest, they will be fully integrated into
the c a p in the new form agreed in 2003/04 and due to be
implemented from January 2005. The level of these pay-

ments, the land which is eligible and the cross-compliance
rules which will apply to land receiving Pillar One support
are all relevant to land abandonment. There are significant
questions about how the obligation to meet cross complian-
ce requirements, and to keep land in ‘good agricultural and
environmental condition’ in particular can be applied most
usefully to address the abandonment problem.

A second strand of the c a p , the Pillar Two payments for rural
development, offers a variety of policy mechanisms which
may be used to tackle both historic abandonment and the
management of land which is in danger of future abandon-
ment. Investment measures under the Rural Development
Regulation (r d r ) are currently able to be used for restora-
tion of abandoned h n v agricultural land. Agri-environment
payments and support for Less Favoured Areas are particu-
larly designed to support appropriate management. A broad
range of other measures is available to address economic
and social sustainability issues in rural areas subject to or
prone to abandonment. Some technical questions arising
from their application and potential changes to be introdu-

ced from 2007 under the European Agricultural Fund for Rur-
al Development are discussed in the last part of the paper.
There is scope for using these measures in a creative way,
taking account of the variety of local factors which have
given rise to abandonment and the different social and envi-
ronmental needs which must be addressed in policies to
establish suitable land management in the future.

1 8
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1  
On some of this land, which had been intensively managed,
abandonment brought environmental benefits, particularly a
reduction in pollution by agricultural chemicals; but much of
the abandoned land had been grassland, some of it valued
for botanical interest or as habitats for breeding and migra-
tory birds. On such High Nature Value (h n v ) farmland aban-
donment entails significant losses of biodiversity, because
the characteristic species depend on low inputs of fertilisers
and grazing or mowing.

The seminar explored the opportunities to restore and
manage abandoned high nature value farmland, and to pre-
vent additional abandonment, using the policy tools availa-
ble within the Common Agricultural Policy (c a p ) and e u
environmental and structural policies.

1 . 1  P u r p o s e  o f  t h i s  Pa p e r

This paper is in two parts. The first brings together some
background material used to inform discussion at the semi-
nar on Land abandonment in the New Member States and
Candidate Countries and the e u Common Agricultural Policy
held in Sigulda, Latvia on 7-9 October 2004 (modified as
appropriate after the seminar). The second comprises the
main findings of the seminar.

1 . 2  L a n d  A b a n d o n m e n t –  P r o b l e m s  a n d  
O p p o r t u n i t i e s

During the 1990s millions of hectares of farmland in the new
Member States were abandoned as a result of the transition
process. Land abandonment leads to changes in vegetation
and landscape; in the long term most of the land would turn
into forest if left unmanaged.

I n t r o d u c t i o n



1 . 3  C h a n g i n g  Po l i c y  Co n t e x t

The e u policies of particular relevance to land abandonment
are in a period of major change – c a p Pillar One has just
been reformed and proposals for reforming Pillar Two and
rural development funding have been published in draft.
These reforms are driven by the agricultural and rural deve-
lopment needs of an enlarged e u , budgetary concerns, the
pressures arising from w to negotiations and a commitment
to greater integration between environmental and agricul-
tural policies.

1 . 4  S co p e  o f  t h i s  Pa p e r

The paper considers:
• the causes, extent and environmental impacts of land 

abandonment;
• environmental priorities for managing abandoned land 

and preventing further abandonment;
• the context of c a p and rural development policy 2005-

2013 and policy options potentially available for managing
abandoned land; and

• opportunities for influencing decisions affecting land 
abandonment.

The main findings of the seminar form the second part
of this document.
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L a n d  
a b a n d o n m e n t –

c a u s e s , e x t e n t a n d  
i m p a c t

2 . 1  C a u s e s  o f  L a n d  A b a n d o n m e n t

There are several causes of land abandonment in the region,
with common themes apparent in several countries as well
as more distinctive national circumstances.

land reform and structural change
Transition was accompanied by major changes in agricultural
structure in most countries, generally involving the breakup
of large collective or state farms and the privatisation of
land. Often this occurred over a considerable period of time
and is still continuing in some places. Many farms ceased to
operate for a period or went through a process of fragmen-
tation during which management took time to adjust or was
temporarily disrupted. The resulting smaller units typically
faced considerable challenges including lack of equipment,

limited access to capital, a scarcity of advice and technical
support, difficulties with markets and low levels of govern-
ment support. Labour left agriculture on a large scale. Large
numbers of farm animals were slaughtered, with replace-
ment occurring on a limited and smaller scale. In addition,
there were uncertainties over tenure in many areas. In some
cases these have proved difficult to resolve, resulting in a
lack of management in the field. Abandoned land is an unu-
sed resource in both an economic and an environmental con-
text.

socio-economic factors
As elsewhere in Europe, abandonment has been propelled
partly by the retirement of an older generation of more tra-
ditional farmers who accepted generally low living standards
but formed part of a strong rural culture. Newer generations

2



have looked for other occupations offering greater financial
rewards and shorter hours. A lack of formal education has
made it more difficult for some farmers to adapt to such a
rapid change in circumstances. Furthermore, many of the
new owners of land were urban dwellers with no experience
of or particular interest in farming. The connection between
ownership and management has been weakened in many
places. Some farmers have to rent land from large numbers
of different owners to create a viable holding. Unemploy-
ment is common, particularly amongst women and young
people; precise figures are difficult to obtain but it is estima-
ted that in the different voivoidships in Poland between 16
per cent and 40 per cent of total agricultural labour input is
underemployed (i am o  2004). A deterioration in the social
infrastructure (schools, health care services, communication,
transport) and significant disparities in income levels
between rural and urban areas both contribute to the decli-
ning popularity of certain rural areas as places to live, work
or settle.

declining viability of agriculture
In common with other parts of Europe, many farming
regions have been affected by adverse economic changes
reducing the viability of established forms of production.
These changes had been more severe in Central and Eastern
Europe than in the e u and there was a very sharp decline in
output, particularly in the livestock sector, in most countries
in the early 1990s. Where production has recovered in recent
years it has rarely reached the levels of the late 1980s, and
has in many cases been less intensive with a decline in the
use of fertilisers and pesticides. This sudden and radical
adjustment was caused by a combination of factors inclu-
ding the political and economic transformation of countries
in the region, the loss of export markets, the reduction in
domestic support and subsidy arrangements, the dismant-
ling of agro-food systems often based on large state and col-

lective farms and the uncertainties accompanying the transi-
tion to free market economies.

The shrinkage of production has been accompanied by both
a trend towards less intensive farming systems and the
removal of some land from production, either temporarily or
permanently. The extent to which land will be drawn back
into agriculture as conditions improve in future is difficult to
estimate. The affected areas have included some with poor
soils and unfavourable climatic conditions.
national and eu policies
The decline in support for agriculture at a time of considera-
ble stress contributed to the process of marginalisation and
abandonment. Markets have been open to external competi-
tion, particularly from the e u , in recent years, adding to pres-
sure on some more marginal producers. While the introduc-
tion of the c a p offers much greater stability, predictability
and a rising level of support from the c a p budget, it also
gives rise to further competition on the market and the need
to comply with regulations and procedures affecting most
aspects of agriculture, including animal health and food saf-
ety. Many small producers, especially small scale dairy far-
mers, are expected to have difficulty in adapting to these
requirements, which may lead to further structural change
and some abandonment.

2 . 2  D e f i n i n g  L a n d  A b a n d o n m e n t

Although abandonment of agricultural land in Central and
Eastern Europe has become a major phenomenon over the
last 15 years, it has been relatively uncommon in e u 15 coun-
tries during the life of the c a p .

Agricultural land abandonment can be observed as having
several forms:

13 personal communication, Saktina, Latvia
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• Where the land is not used at all by the owner or occu-
pier, we can call it actual abandonment. The vegetation 
can change spontaneously into a tall herb, bush and 
forest ecosystem after a defined period. This process is 
connected with abiotic conditions like soil fertility and the
level of soil moisture. Rich and wet soils have a strong 
prevalence in forest ecosystems. By contrast, poor dry soils
in southeast Europe can have a ‘steppe’ like grassland 
vegetation which is able to survive for many years with-
out any active management, like mowing or grazing.

• Where the land is used by the owner or occupier but with 
a low level of management, we can call it semi abandon-
ment or hidden abandonment. The land is not formally 
abandoned and is subject to some form of management,
which might be simply to keep it available for future use,
for example in tourism, or to claim a subsidy. Very exten-
sive or intermittent farming operations may also fall into 
this category, not least on some subsistence farms. Such 
extensive management is generally associated with very 
low or zero economic returns but can be of considerable 
conservation value.

• Land abandonment may be permanent or transitional,
the latter often as a result of land reforms which are not
yet completed and may be influenced by the availability 
of c a p support payments.

Different authors and authorities use the term ‘abandon-
ment’ in different senses. One definition adopted by agricul-
tural authorities in parts of Central and Europe is land which
has not been used for agricultural production for two years.
In the statistics provided by Central and Eastern European
countries, land abandonment has only been calculated for
actual abandonment. The extent of semi abandonment is
therefore not known, but it appears that the area of semi
abandoned land is at least as big as the area of actual aban-
donment13.

2 . 3  E x t e n t a n d  L o c a t i o n  o f  
L a n d  A b a n d o n m e n t

Data on land abandonment in general, and on h n v farm-
land in particular, is difficult to obtain. It is clear that the sca-
le of land abandonment varies according to a range of local
conditions. In the Baltic countries and Poland land abandon-
ment is concentrated in regions where the production capa-
city of soil is low as a result of peaty soils with high water
levels, or poor moraine soils. In Central Europe, land aban-
donment is particularly concentrated in areas with poor san-
dy soils in hilly regions and wet soils in river valleys. In sou-
theastern Europe, land abandonment is more prominent in
dry plains where the collapse of irrigation systems has resul-
ted in lack of water for crops during the growing season. In
the same region land abandonment is also observed in
mountainous areas where traditional pasturing has collap-
sed.

In order to gain an impression of the extent of land aban-
donment in the region, the recent Rural Development Pro-
grammes for 2004-06 were analysed. Although abandon-
ment is mentioned in most of the plans, exact data could
only be found in the plans for Poland and the three Baltic
countries. In the Rural Development Programme for Hungary
the term ‘uncultivated land’ was used, but this term is broad
and includes more than just abandoned land.

The Rural Development Programme for Poland gives detailed
information about abandoned land for each province14. For
some provinces, the rate of land abandonment increased
strongly between 1998 and 2002 with 100 per cent or more
increases in Mazowieckie, Lubelskie, Podkarpackie and Pod-
laskie. Abandoned land was defined as land not used for
agriculture for more than two years. In total, 17.6 per cent of
agricultural land was abandoned in 2002 (2.3 million hecta-



res). The main reasons cited were a decrease in livestock
numbers and, as a result, the lower demand for fodder from
grass and crops. According to recent unpublished figures15

the area of abandoned land in Poland, mainly arable, has
decreased by more than 30 percent since 2002.

The three Baltic countries provided information about land
abandonment. In Estonia 10.1 per cent of the agricultural
land was categorised as abandoned in 2002 (172,421 hecta-
res). South eastern Estonia, the west coast and the islands
are especially subject to the process of abandonment. In Lat-
via, 21.1 per cent of the agricultural land is abandoned
(44,600 hectares). Abandonment is a major problem in the
Latgale region. The main problems are poor soil, unfavoura-
ble climatic conditions and the small scale of farms. In Lithu-
ania, land abandonment affected over 10.3 per cent of agri-
cultural land in 1999. Poor soils and unfavorable economic
conditions are mentioned as the main factors.

The Rural Development Programme for Hungary states that
the cessation of cultivation is a major problem for the con-
servation of biodiversity (the problem was given a weight
factor of five on a six point scale). In 2002, 26.7 per cent of
agricultural land was classified as uncultivated (1,571 million
hectares). However, uncultivated land could also include
nature reserves and other areas which are not managed. The
total area of abandoned land could therefore be less, estima-
ted to be around 10 per cent of all agricultural land.

extent of abandonment of semi-natural 
grasslands
The statistics above refer to all types of farmland, but more
detailed information is available for the permanent grass-
land ecosystems which are of high importance for biodiversi-
ty16. The semi-natural grassland ecosystems have been map-
ped in nine c e e c s, with the exception of the Czech Republic.

More detailed information about abandonment of semi-
natural grasslands is presented below for Estonia, Latvia,
Slovakia and Romania.

Semi-natural grasslands in Estonia include wooded
meadows, pastures, alvars, floodplains and coastal gras-
slands. In the 1950s more than 640,000 hectares of these
grasslands were present. Now only 47.000 hectares remain
of which 37,000 hectares are classified as having a high or
medium botanical value. About 40 per cent of the high and
medium value classified grasslands were actively managed
by farmers during the previous three years. This means that
60 per cent of high and medium valued grasslands have
been abandoned, far more than the average for agricultural
land.

In Latvia semi-natural grasslands covered 23 per cent of the
country in the early 1940s (1.48 million hectares). During the
national grassland inventory project about 17,323 hectares
were mapped as semi-natural grasslands with a high biodi-
versity value. Only 40 per cent of these grasslands were
managed by farmers. More than half of the hay meadows
(58 per cent) and mesophile17 pastures (60 per cent) were
under regular management. Less managed areas include
coastal brackish grasslands (10 per cent managed) and calca-
reous dwarf sedge grasslands (10 per cent managed).

In Slovakia 118,444 hectares have been mapped in the
national grassland inventory project and classified as semi-
natural or natural grasslands. Based on these results, it was
assumed that a total of 320.000 hectares of biodiversity rich
grasslands are currently present in Slovakia. It was observed
that 74 per cent of these grasslands were actually under
agricultural management and 13 per cent were not
managed. For the remaining 13 per cent no management
information is available. Grasslands were mostly subject to

14 In chapter 4.7.3
15 by gus (Polish Statistical Office), as presented by Polish delegate.

16 This information is based on the results of the ceec ‘National Grassland
Inventory Projects’. Please see glossary at the end of the report for details.
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traditional mixed management by mowing and grazing, or
by grazing only. Hay fields were less frequent in Slovakia.
Wet fen meadows and dry grasslands were more threatened
by abandonment than mesophile grasslands.

Based on the census results from 1990, it has been calculated
that Romania has 2.6 million hectares of permanent gras-
slands. According to the national grassland inventory project
371,894 hectares of biodiversity rich semi-natural and natural
grasslands were recorded but it must be stressed that only
about 15 per cent of Romania’s grasslands were mapped in
the national grassland inventory project. Mapping was done
in six pilot locations representing different phyto-geographic
zones. It was observed that 77 per cent of the mapped gras-
slands were actually managed by farmers (54 per cent by
grazing and 23 per cent by mowing), 8 per cent were not
managed and no data existed for the remaining 15 per cent
of the grassland territories. Of the dry grasslands 35 per cent
were managed by grazing, 25 per cent by mowing and 30 per
cent were not managed. In total 85 per cent of mesophile
grasslands were managed (48 per cent by mowing and 37
per cent by grazing) and 80 per cent of wet grasslands were
managed (60 per cent by grazing and 20 per cent by
mowing).

From the viewpoint of the sustainable management of semi-
natural grasslands it can be concluded that in the Baltic
countries around 60 per cent of semi-natural grasslands are
now abandoned. In Slovakia and Romania the proportion of
the mapped semi-natural grassland currently abandoned is
13 per cent and 8 per cent respectively.

extent of abandonment of arable land
Significant areas of arable land have been abandoned, inclu-
ding land on former state farms, but some may have been
abandoned only temporarily in response to market changes

and the loss of state support. In 2002 it was estimated that
2.3 million hectares (14 per cent) of the arable land in Poland
had not been sown with crops (Ilnicki, pers.comm). However,
a significant proportion of that land may be now back in
use2(p10). In Estonia more than 25 percent of the arable land
has been abandoned (European Environment Agency, 2004)

2 . 4  E nv i r o n m e n t a l  I m p a c t s  o f  
L a n d  A b a n d o n m e n t

general impacts on semi-natural grasslands 
and arable land
Semi-natural grasslands in Europe developed over centuries
as a result of continuous management by farmers. Grazing
and haymaking were the most common activities but other
management systems were used like sod cutting and bur-
ning grass and heather. As a result of continuous manage-
ment, species diversity increased and specific grassland vege-
tation types can now be identified. It is assumed that
abandonment of semi-natural grasslands, particularly of spe-
cies rich swards, generally has a negative impact on biodiver-
sity because vegetation succession leads to species-poor and
more homogeneous vegetation types. In most places in Euro-
pe the final succession stage will be forest, except in the
forest-steppe zone of southeastern Europe where steppe
grasslands dominate, and above the timberline in mountai-
nous areas, where there are alpine grasslands at high altitu-
de10. All other grasslands in c e e c s which are dependent on
regular management by man, are included in the term ‘semi-
natural grassland ecosystems’. Vegetation succession also
results in a structural change from an open to a closed lands-
cape, which in turn has an impact on the fauna, for example
a decrease in habitat suitable for meadow birds.

17 Mesophile means moderately wet grasslands
18 for example, it has been observed in Bulgarian mountains that the timber-
line moved lower as a result of intensive grazing practices but now it is rising,
following abandonment of the pastures.
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source: grime (1979)
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Where arable land is abandoned there may be a loss of fee-
ding places for wintering birds such as geese, and of bree-
ding sites for birds of European importance, such as corn
bunting and ortolan bunting; on the other hand, the aban-
donment of intensively managed arable land of little value
to birds can benefit both landscape and biodiversity and pos-
sibly reduce water pollution.

Other environmental effects of abandonment may include
the loss of small scale mosaics of land use and their charac-
teristic species, and also those of forest edge habitats; a
reduction in genetic diversity in both wild species and in
local breeds of livestock or varieties of crops (which are often
well adapted to semi-natural habitats); and an increased fire
risk in forests where grazing areas act as firebreaks.

impact on plant species diversity in grassland
The impact of land abandonment on species richness can be
described by analysing the biomass development in abando-
ned sites. Tall herbs become common when agricultural
management ceases because they are very competitive and
smaller plants are no longer able to survive. Within approxi-
mately two years abandoned land can be covered by tall her-
bs like Mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris) and Hogweed (Hera-
cleum spp). As a result of this process the total standing crop
biomass sometimes increases by 100 per cent or more.

Figure 1 shows that the decrease in species richness is rela-
ted to an increase in light competition and a reduction in the
possibilities for germination or seed establishment. The total
biomass (in g/m2) is a good indicator of the status of site
management for grasslands.
In southern Germany research into plant diversity has taken
place over many years on limestone grasslands. During the
abandonment process a number of changes in some gro-
wing conditions were recorded, including the accumulation
of litter, the periodic invasion of scrub and the immigration
of seeds via wind and sheep. Changes in species composition
were compared with control sites on permanent investiga-
tion plots (Poschlod, Bonn and Kiefer 1997).

Figure 2 presents the results of this research by giving a
graphical image of variations in species richness as a func-
tion of the stages of the abandonment and restoration pro-
cess. Before abandonment the dry Mesobrometum gras-
slands on limestone were managed by sheep and species
richness was high as a result of the continuous extensive
grazing regime: more than 170 species were present in the
research plots. The abandonment process can be subdivided
into three stages:
• ‘early abandonment’ with starting litter accumulation:

145 species survived this phase;



• ‘late abandonment’ with scrub invasion: 50 species 
survived;

• ‘very late abandonment’ with woodland development:
10 species survived.

The period of abandonment lasted for about 30 years. After
that, the restoration of the grasslands began by cutting
down trees and re-establishing the grazing regime. The 
conditions were set for vegetation recovery to begin:
• in the first stage, which lasted 3 years, the seed bank in 

the soil was activated by sheep grazing; the total number 
of species increased from 10 to 40;

• in the second stage, seeds arrived through the air from 
the surroundings: the total number of species was 
increased from 40 to 70;

• in the third stage, seeds were transported by sheep from 
the surroundings; the total number of species increased 
from 70 to 120 species in the permanent plots.

This example of grassland abandonment and restoration is a
good demonstration of the impact of abandonment on 
biodiversity. It also shows that within these dry grasslands
restoration is an option and positive results can be expected
within ten years, provided that the original species are 
present in the seed bank and in the surroundings and the
management is appropriate. If the abandoned land had been
heavily fertilized and improved in the past this process
would undoubtedly take more time because the seed bank
would be depleted and the soil fertility would be too high.

In some c e e c s restoration projects have already started on
abandoned grasslands. For example along the Morava in Slo-
vakia where wet Cnidion grasslands have been restored and
along Lake Engura in Latvia. Dry grassland restoration has
taken place in the eastern Hungary sandy steppe-meadows
(Pulsatillo-Festucetum). The experiences of these restoration
projects will be valuable in designing future restoration
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figure 2
Example of impact of abandonment and restoration on limestone grassland vegetation.
source: poschlod et al (1997)
Species turnover: limestone grassland Central Schwäbische Alb, Germany
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schemes. Seed banks in the soil can have an important func-
tion in re-establishing the original species, but there are indi-
cations that vulnerable species do not always have a seed
bank. In such cases, restoration of the species relies heavily
on the presence of this species in the surroundings which
function as a seed source for the extinct populations. This
may not always be possible unless there is an ecological
network to support the migration of species.

impact on birds
Grasslands have an important function in providing a habi-
tat for rare and endangered animals in c e e c s. The following
bird species of global conservation concern are examples 
of species connected with the continuation of extensive 
agricultural land use (Tucker and Heath, 1994):
Partridge (Perdix perdix), Quail (Coturnix coturnix), Black-
tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa), Skylark (Alauda arvensis),
Red-backed Shrike (Lanius collurio), Lesser Grey Shrike (Lanius
minor) and Ortolan Bunting (Emberiza hortulana). Land
abandonment means that these species will lose breeding
habitats at a time when the populations are already under
severe stress because of the intensification of land use. Most
of these species have decreased by 50 per cent or more over
the last 20 years.

The abandonment of grasslands can result, within a couple
of years, in drastic changes to the structure of habitats which
can affect their value for birds. For instance, grasslands birds
like godwit (Limosa limosa), common redshank (Tringa tota-
nus) and common snipe (Gallinago gallinago) are dependent
on an open structure of grassland vegetation. During the
process of abandonment, when tall herbs and scrubs are
established, the birds are not able to survive.

By contrast, the abandonment of land initially looks favoura-
ble for the corncrake (Crex crex). In many c e e c s, including
the Baltic countries and Poland, the population growth has
been high over the last 15 years. However, this may be a tran-
sitional phase and there are two developments which raise
uncertainty over the future of these populations:
• natural regeneration of scrub and forest would make 

abandoned land unsuitable for corncrakes;
• intensification of agricultural production would force 

corncrakes to find other breeding sites.

For forest and forest fringe birds land abandonment seems
to be beneficial. Populations of many raptors such as Monta-
gu’s Harrier (Circus pygargus) and the Lesser Spotted Eagle
(Aquila pomarina) have increased because small animals like
mice have become more plentiful on abandoned land. When
the developing forest canopy closes in the future, these habi-
tats may no longer be suitable as feeding areas for these
birds.

Where forests develop on abandoned land, new bird species
can migrate from existing habitats. This process will take a
long time because the suitability for forest birds such as the
Black Stork (Ciconia nigra) is connected with the structure of
the forest. In the long run valuable forest habitats may deve-
lop, but forest habitats are currently less threatened than
extensive grassland habitats.

land abandonment and important 
bird areas (ibas)
The recent survey of grassland in c e e countries suggest that
in different countries between 8 per cent and 60 per cent of
the area of semi-natural grasslands is in a phase of abandon-
ment, with a higher percentage in northern Europe and a
lower percentage in the southern countries. The number of
Important Bird Areas (i ba s) subject to some degree of land
abandonment is about 40% of the total number of i ba s
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The estimated total of abandoned semi-natural grasslands
and IBAs is shown in Figure 3 (there is an overlap between
the categories which cannot be quantified). It is estimated
that in these 10 new and candidate Member States a total of
more than 2.5 million hectares of farmland of biodiversity-
rich agricultural land has been affected by land abandon-
ment. Where the abandonment is recent the potential for
reinstating management for biodiversity should be good, if it
can be done without undue delay and taking agricultural
and environmental conditions into account.

2 . 5  S o c i a l  a n d  E co n o m i c  I m p a c t s  o f  L a n d  
A b a n d o n m e n t

Land abandonment may have an impact on the socio-econo-
mic viability of a region, for example in some regions of the
Baltic countries and in the hilly and mountainous regions of
central and southern Europe where land abandonment
covers a large area. The concentrated loss of agricultural land
weakens the economic base of a village. The land loses its
production function and traditional agricultural settlements
no longer benefit from agricultural production. The e u Struc-

2 9figure 3
Estimation of extent of abandoned semi-natural grasslands and Important Bird Areas in c e e c s

Country

Semi-natural grasslands
(not including alpine

grasslands)1
(ha)

Abandoned semi-
natural grasslands

(idem)2
(ha )

Total agricultural 
area within IBAs3

(ha)

% of Important Bird 
Areas (i ba s) subject to

land abandonment4
(ha)

1) Based on national grassland inventory projects and Veen in Brouwer et al (2001)

2) based on national grassland inventory projects, r d p c e e c s and experts

3) based on Heath et al (2000)

4) based on Petersen and Hoogeveen (2004)

Estonia 90.000 54.000 26.900 58

Latvia 17.323 10.394 24.300 26

Lithuania 167.933 100.760 28.600 32

Poland 1.955.000 1.000.000 511.300 31

Czech Republic 550.000 82.500 11.300 50

Slovakia 294.900 38.337 226.100 67

Hungary 850.000 85.000 706.900 53

Romania 2.332.739 349.911 72.800 8

Bulgaria 444.436 66.665 229.400 9

Slovenia 268.402 40.260 65.000 57

Total 6.970.733 1.827.827 (26%) 1.902.600 751.125 (39%)



tural Funds are targeting this negative process through the
development of new orientations within the Rural Develop-
ment Programmes, for example by supporting diversification
of activities on farms. Up until now, very limited information
has been available on the connection between abandon-
ment and local socio-economic impacts. Research is urgently
needed on this topic.
The knock-on economic effects of abandonment of h n v
farmland can be more serious than the loss of agricultural
income if these areas are important resources for eco-tou-
rism (bird watching, botanical studies, walking). Reduced far-
ming activity can also mean loss of potential income from
tourist accommodation and the spontaneous development
of forest may reduce the attractiveness of the landscape for
tourism. Afforestation projects on abandoned land will the-
refore need careful consideration; for example, in Lithuania
the government criteria for afforestation include biodiversity
conservation.

2 . 6  T i m e s c a l e  a n d  P r i o r i t i e s

Current abandonment may be a transitional phase in
restructuring following land reform. In the early years of
abandonment this process may be relatively easy to reverse
with appropriate management. However, once more severe
abandonment sets in, much greater effort and levels of
expenditure are required. Some of adverse environmental
effects may be evident within a short timescale, and cannot
necessarily wait for the period of transition to finish – and in
any case non-intervention may result in complete destruc-
tion of environmental features through agricultural improve-
ment, not just neglect. As the period of abandonment is pro-
longed, there is likely to be a loss of the skills needed for
traditional management.

Even when land reform and restructuring settles down, there
could continue to be cycles of disuse of marginal arable land
as farmers respond to market forces. Therefore the response
to abandonment must be dynamic and take account of the
transitional process, the changing policy context and other
factors such as market prices.3 0
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3 . 1  I m p a c t o f  L a n d  A b a n d o n m e n t o n  
e u E nv i r o n m e n t a l  Po l i c i e s

The Gothenburg European Council in June 2001 adopted the
challenging target of halting the decline in biodiversity in
the e u by 2010. There are two main strands to e u biodiversi-
ty policy; the establishment of a protected area network
(Natura 2000) and the integration of nature conservation
into other policy areas, such as agriculture. This integration
mainly takes shape in the 1st and 2nd pillars of the c a p and
should be stimulated by the Biodiversity Action Plan for 
Agriculture19(European Commission 2001).

Land abandonment is relevant to these policies because:
∑ land of high nature value forms a higher proportion of
abandoned land than of land still in use; high nature value
farmland is often marginal for agriculture and probably at
greater risk of long term abandonment;

∑ land abandonment often leads to the loss of biodiversity
and landscape characteristics which have developed over
centuries in parallel with agriculture and require agricultural
management for their restoration and continued existence.

Many of the grassland habitats and animal species which are
threatened by abandonment have already declined to a 
fraction of their former extent in e u 15 countries, mainly due
to intensification of agriculture, and as a consequence the
new Member States have a large proportion of the remai-
ning European populations.

3 . 2  Po t e n t i a l  fo r  Po l i c y  Co n f l i c t

The policy priorities for reversing land abandonment are
environmental, social and economic but the policy tools to
achieve these are almost entirely within the c a p .

L a n d  
a b a n d o n m e n t

a n d  e u  e n v i r o n m e n t a l
p o l i c y



19 Paragraph 71 states in relation to the then candidate Member States: 'Due
attention should be paid to the survival of those forms of land use that sup-
port high biodiversity values.’

Retaining land in agricultural use is not an objective of the
c a p , and therefore environmental concerns have to be clear-
ly expressed when restoration of h n v farmland subject to
abandonment and its continued management are advoca-
ted. Social and economic problems related to land abandon-
ment, need to be addressed through a broader approach to
rural development in the areas affected. The objectives of
the c a p are to increase agricultural productivity, secure e u
food supplies at a reasonable price to consumers, and to 
ensure a ‘fair standard of living’ for European farmers. These
have remained unchanged since they were laid down in the
Treaty of Rome in 1957 but the e u has more recently adopted
a policy of integration, and the European Treaty now states
that:

‘Environmental protection requirements must be integrated
into the definition and implementation of the Community
policies and activities…. in particular with a view to promo-
ting sustainable development.’

This is reflected in the priority given to agri-environment
schemes in the current Rural Development Regulation (they

are the only compulsory measure), the preparation by the
Commission of a Biodiversity Action Plan for Agriculture and
work on the development of environmental indicators for
agriculture.

Political declarations following the 2003 reform of the c a p
state that “e u agriculture aims to be a versatile, sustainable,

and competitive economic sector. In addition to fulfilling its
role in food and fibre production, it maintains the countrys-
ide, conserves nature and makes a key contribution to the
vitality of rural area”.

In practice the reclamation of abandoned h n v farmland 
will have to compete with many other demands for c a p
resources, particularly in addressing the serious social and
economic problems of many rural areas in the new Member
States and enabling farmers to meet demanding e u stan-
dards. This is illustrated by a recent Eurobarometer poll in
which citizens in accession countries were asked about the
way the e u should use its agricultural policy. In the opinion
of 88 per cent of those interviewed the top priority for the
Common Agricultural Policy (c a p ) should be safe, healthy
food and support for improving rural life (European 
Commission 2003a).

There is also the potential for an ‘internal’ policy conflict in
designing measures to reverse abandonment of h n v land.
Returning abandoned land to intensive agricultural manage-
ment would help to meet the social and economic needs of

rural communities, but could be even more damaging to 
biodiversity than the original abandonment (eg the 
botanical interest of hay meadows could be destroyed by
scrub invasion following abandonment or by ploughing and
mineral fertilisers used to reclaim the land for intensive 
agricultural use). Farmers may also turn to other economic
uses for abandoned land, such as the production of energy
crops for bio-fuels, which may have significant environmen-
tal impacts on h n v land.

3 2
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4 . 1  Po t e n t i a l  E n d  U s e s  fo r  A b a n d o n e d  L a n d

There are four broad categories of potential end use for agri-
cultural land which has been abandoned or which is suscep-
tible to abandonment.

On land of value for biodiversity (h n v farmland):
• Continuation of existing biodiversity-sensitive forms of 

management20 by extensive grazing and mowing of 
semi-natural grasslands and Important Bird Areas (IBAs21):
available data suggests that such areas may represent on 
average about 11 per cent of the Utilised Agricultural Area 
(ua a ) in c e e c s (but varying by country).

• Reintroduction of biodiversity-sensitive forms of manage-
ment on already abandoned land that still functions as a 
hotspot for biodiversity and/or is within a strategic 
location in environmental terms. This may involve scrub 
clearance initially and subsequent management by 
extensive grazing and mowing systems. We might expect
a maximum of 5 per cent of ua a in c e e c s on average to 
be in this category (but varying by country).

On other land:
• Permit or encourage a change of land use to spontaneous 

or planted forest: in the absence of management large 
areas will eventually turn into forest if no special 
measures are taken. In some places this may be desirable,
in others perhaps not, depending on the different
interests at stake.
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• Return the land to normal agricultural use for economic 
or landscape protection reasons. Temporarily abandoned 
land with relatively good production conditions is most
likely to attract new farmers or existing farmers seeking 
to expand.

In all of these cases except the last the management of the
abandoned land might not be within conventional agricultu-
re but rather linked to the support of semi-subsistence
farms, farm restructuring, farm diversification and invest-
ment in rural infrastructure.

4 . 2  E nv i r o n m e n t a l  P r i o r i t i e s  fo r  
M a n a g e m e n t o f  A b a n d o n e d  L a n d

Land abandonment is a significant landscape and social
issue for the new Member States, as it is a clearly visible rur-
al resource no longer in productive use. However, although
there may be national or local pressure to make some use of
abandoned land, it is not an e u agricultural priority to bring
abandoned land back into production and the policies in
place have other objectives. If land remains outside produc-
tion the most likely end use is afforestation. This may be by
natural vegetation development or planting and may involve
redesignation of land within the local land use planning sys-
tem.
The following criteria are proposed for selection of priority
sites for the continuation or reintroduction of biodiversity
sensitive farm management:

• is part of the Natura 2000 network or a strategic location 
in the Pan-European Ecological Network (p e e n )22 or in 
the Western Palearctic Flyway (w p f ) for migrating birds;

• supports ‘typus classicus’ vegetation types and/or species 
of the relevant biogeographical zone;

• is part of the national ecological network (e c o n e t ) or is 
located in a sensitive site;

• has rare and endangered species present (such as those 
listed in the Habitats and Birds Directive or the Red List);

• is a valuable agricultural landscape, managed by farmers 
for a long period;

• is useful for nature education purposes or is well known 
for species of interest such as orchids and medicinal 
herbs;

• is of national or regional importance for other environ-
mental reasons.

4 . 3  I d e n t i f y i n g  a n d  Co m m u n i c a t i n g  
E nv i r o n m e n t a l  P r i o r i t i e s

If valuable h n v farmland already abandoned or at risk of
abandonment is to be protected from agricultural intensifi-
cation on the one hand or conversion to forest on the other
it is essential to identify as soon as possible the extent, loca-
tion and condition of these priority areas, using criteria
which reflect regional, national and e u environmental poli-
cies. In addition to identifying the most important areas, a
strategy for their future management is also required and
this should be clearly communicated to all relevant policy
makers, not just agriculture departments. It will be impor-
tant to emphasize that the priority areas for biodiversity
form only a minority of the total area of abandoned land
and that resources invested in their management will bring
social and economic benefits to the rural areas concerned.
Long term management of these important areas should
also be recognized as a service to wider society, which justi-
fies significant investment of public funds.

22 Information on peen and econet can be obtained from the website of
www.ecnc.org and www.iucn.org respectively.

20 supported by agri-environmental programmes and other rural 
development measures
21 Information regarding the location of semi-natural grasslands and ibas is
available on the website of www.veenecology.nl and www.birdlife.org 
respectively



Although most agriculture departments recognize the pro-
blems of abandoned land and the need to address these
through the Rural Development Programme, it cannot be
assumed that they will take on the work of identifying envi-
ronmental priorities at a site or area scale, or of preparing
management strategies. However, if prepared well in advan-
ce, such strategies could inform the preparation of the 2007-
13 Rural Development Programmes and it would make it pos-
sible to:
• link the restoration of h n v abandoned farmland, and its 

management following restoration, to the e u and 
national strategies for rural development required by the 
e a r d f draft Regulation;

• design restoration measures for h n v abandoned
farmland;

• design agri-environment measures to fit specific manage-
ment problems of restored h n v land or areas prone to 
abandonment;

• use l e a d e r packages to combine measures from 
different axes of the e a f r d in regions where abandon-
ment is widespread;

• prepare more accurate budgets for the restoration of 
abandoned h n v farmland and its management; and 

• ensure that abandoned land of biodiversity importance is 
covered in the main r d p monitoring and evaluation 
programme.

3 5
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5 . 1  E nv i r o n m e n t a l  G o a l s  D e l i ve r e d  b y  

A g r i c u l t u ra l  a n d  S o c i a l  Po l i c y  To o l s

A number of e u policies support the management of aban-
doned land for the benefit of biodiversity. These are the e u
commitment to halt the decline in biodiversity by 2010; the
Habitats and Birds Directives (including the Natura 2000
network) and the e u Biodiversity Plan for Agriculture (Euro-
pean Commission 2001, 1979 and 2003b). National and
regional governments will have additional environmental
priorities for the management of habitats and species on
agricultural land.

There are also agricultural policies that may help to prevent
abandonment of high natural value farmland, or to bring it
back into appropriate management. At e u level these are

funded by the c a p and the Structural Funds.

The c a p comprises two principal forms of support – direct
payments available to nearly all farmers, known as Pillar One
payments, and a range of selective payments for rural deve-
lopment measures known as Pillar Two. Both Pillar One and
Pillar Two payments are important for the prevention of land
abandonment, restoration of h n v abandoned land and its
future management..

The new Member States are just starting to implement the
c a p Pillar One direct support payments and by 2010-13 the
payment rates will be fully aligned with those in e u 15 Mem-
ber States. Most of the new Member States (with the excep-
tion of Slovenia and Malta) will start by making these pay-
ments under the ‘Single Area Payment Scheme’ (sa p s ), but

3 6
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between 2005 and 2009 will transfer to the ‘Single Payment
Scheme’ (s p s ) which now applies to the e u 15 Member Sta-
tes - a model which has just undergone the most radical
reform for 40 years (European Commission 2003b).

The c a p Pillar Two rural development measures and pay-
ments are broadly similar in the new Member States and in
e u 15, with some special transitional measures available in
the former. All 10 new Member States will soon be imple-
menting their first Rural Development Programmes for
2004-06, in many cases following on from pre-accession
sa pa r d schemes. Although these Rural Development Pro-
grammes are available for a relatively short time, the way in
which they are applied and the lessons learnt from them will
be relevant for the future management of abandoned land.

Pillar Two is also undergoing significant changes. The Euro-
pean Commission has just published draft legislation propo-
sing a new e u Agricultural and Rural Development Fund
which (e a f r d ) would apply in the e u 25 from 2007 (c e c
2004a and 2004b). When agreed this will provide the fra-
mework for Pillar Two support in the 2007-13 period.

Because the 2003 reforms of Pillar One have not yet been
implemented, and the 2004 proposals for reform of Pillar
Two are still in draft, it is difficult to predict how some of
these policy tools will work in practice. The measures which
are most relevant to the management of abandoned land
are discussed below. In certain cases there is a clear need to
amend them to deliver environmental outcomes on abando-
ned land.

5 . 2  c a p P i l l a r  O n e  Po l i c i e s  R e l e va n t t o  
A b a n d o n e d  L a n d

characteristics of c a p pillar one
Payments to farmers under Pillar One have the advantage
for Member States of reaching the majority of farmers and
of being 100 per cent funded from the c a p budget; they
generally are not linked to particular crops or livestock but
provide a basic income for all farmers. On the other hand
they are not targeted at environmental priorities.

Direct payments to farmers under Pillar One are potentially
important in preventing land abandonment or ensuring the
future management of currently abandoned land in at least
two ways:
• they have a significant effect on farm viability and 

business decisions;
• they introduce certain environmental requirements 

(cross-compliance).
A third issue concerning national envelopes is discussed brie-
fly at the end of this section.

pillar one direct payments under saps and sps
From 2004, Pillar One direct support will be paid to all eligi-
ble farmers as a flat rate payment per hectare under the
Single Area Payment Scheme (sa p s ) which is available only
in the new Member States (Slovenia and Malta will not use
it because they have adopted the current e u 15 ‘coupled’ sup-
port from the outset). These sa p s payments are initially
small compared to e u 15 rates and there is a phasing in

figure 4
Examples of anticipated payments per hectare in eight New Member States in 2004
source: usda foreign agricultural service (2004)

Cyprus Czech. Estonia Hungary Latvia Lith. Poland Slovakia

Min. parcel size (ha) 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Total eligible area (thousand ha) 120 3469 800 4355 1475 2288 14843 1955

Total aid (million €) 9.69 198.94 21.4 305.81 30.48 82.07 659.86 85.72

Per hectare payment (€ per ha) 80.8 57.3 26.8 70.2 20.7 35.9 44.5 43.8
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period during which they rise to 100 per cent of e u rates –
theoretically not until 2013. However, new Member States
can offer farm level payments similar to those in e u 15 as
early as 2010 if they choose to ‘top–up’ the e u funded sa p s
payments with national funds and (until 2006 only) with
some of their Pillar Two budgets. Before the end of this pha-
sing in period, and by 2009 at the latest, the new Member
States will move from sa p s to the main e u Pillar One sche-
me – the Single Payment Scheme (s p s ) being introduced in
the e u 15 from January 2005. Figure 4 shows the expected
payments per hectare under sa p s in 2004, for the eight
Member States concerned.

To qualify for the payments farmers must make a claim on at
least 1 hectare of land (0.3ha in Cyprus), only land that has
been in a Good Agricultural and Environmental condition
(ga e c ) in June 2003 is eligible; there is no requirement for
farmers claiming sa p s /s p s to keep livestock, to grow crops
or to produce for the market. This means that the underused
but environmentally valuable land defined in section 2.2 as
‘hidden abandonment’ will qualify for Pillar One payments,
provided the farmers realise that they are entitled to direct
aid and that the land was in ga e c in 2003.

It should be possible in subsequent years to claim sa p s on
‘new’ land provided it was in ga e c in 2003. The annual Pillar
One budget for each new Member State is already fixed but
the total area for which claims are made may be larger in
future years than in 2004, for several reasons; some farmers
will have failed to get their claims in on time this year, the
use of marginal land will fluctuate with market returns and
other economic factors, and temporarily abandoned land will
return to use. The per hectare payments for ‘new’ sa p s
claims will be financed from a national reserve created by
withholding up to 3 per cent of the total budget each year. If
this is not sufficient in any one year the payment rates to all

farmers will be reduced proportionately. Therefore it will only
be possible to finance sa p s payments on unmanaged h n v
land if it was still in ga e c in 2003.
It should still be possible to enrol into the s p s agricultural
land which failed to meet the ga e c eligibility criteria in
2003 but has been restored so that it meets eligibility crite-
ria (by then full cross compliance) at the time when the new
m s will be moving from the sa p s to the s p s . The conver-
sion from one scheme to the other will have to be completed
by the end of 2008.

sa p s (and later s p s ) payments per hectare will provide far-
mers with a secure annual income independent of any
return from the market. This could be used to invest in the
farm business or simply to supplement household income.
The sa p s payments may encourage farmers to reintroduce
long term management on temporarily abandoned land, and
this is already observed in some of the new Member States
(see. 2.3). However this will not necessarily be environmen-
tally sensitive management. It could be intensive arable or
grassland management, particularly if machinery, fertilisers
and pesticides become more affordable as a result of the
new payments or better market returns.

The effects of sa p s on farmers’ choice of crops and stock is
very difficult to predict but most observers suggest that the-
re will be little overall increase in cattle numbers from the
relatively low levels at accession; intensive beef production
may increase in some areas and milk yield per cow is likely to
rise sharply. Wheat and maize production is expected to
increase, rye and fallow to decline. None of these changes
favour extensive grazing management of abandoned land.



cross-compliance requirements for saps and sps
The eight new Member States paying sa p s must: ‘ensure
that all agricultural land, especially agricultural land which is
no longer used for production purposes, is maintained in
good agricultural and environmental condition’ (c e c 2004c).
From 2005 the e u 15 Member States, Slovenia and Malta will
have to comply with more complex cross compliance condi-
tions consisting of both ga e c as applicable to sa p s , and
additional Statutory Management requirements, when the
new s p s is introduced (c e c 2003b).

It is not entirely clear how ‘all agricultural land, and especial-
ly agricultural land which is no longer used for production
purposes’ has been defined by the new Member States. For
the purpose of calculating the 2004 sa p s they had to use
the total ‘agricultural area’, defined as that part of the total
area of arable land, permanent grassland, permanent crops
and kitchen gardens which was in good agricultural condi-
tion at 30 June 2003, whether in production or not. At that
date the new Integrated Administration and Control Systems
(i ac s ) were not fully operational and although the land
registers/cadastre record land as agricultural, forest or unu-
sed for tax purposes, these are not up to date records of
actual land use. It therefore seems unlikely that there is an
accurate record of the location of individual plots of land,
which were in ‘good agricultural condition’ in 2003. The i ac s
database and maps will become the central record of agricul-
tural land for which sa p s /s p s claims have been made. Alt-
hough in theory this should only include land in good agri-
cultural and environmental condition in 2004, in practice it is
likely to include some abandoned land, particularly if this is
still registered for tax purposes as agricultural land. Other
abandoned land will have been excluded from sa p s claims
(and presumably from i ac s records too) but may still be eli-
gible for Pillar Two payments. If accurate records are to be
kept of abandoned land it will be necessary to rationalise the

links between i ac s and the land registry/cadastre system,
and ensure that changes in land use are recorded (for exa-
mple it is not always clear whose responsibility it is to record
land use when there is no change of land tenure).

All farmers who receive Pillar One direct payments for their
land under s p s must comply with cross-compliance require-
ments which apply whether the land is used for production
or is left unused. The Regulations allow Member States some
scope to match these requirements to their own environ-
mental priorities but they must ‘define minimum require-
ments for good agricultural and environmental condition on
the basis of the framework [see Figure 8] taking into account
the specific characteristics of the areas concerned, including
soil and climatic conditions, existing farming systems, land
use, crop rotation, farming practices and farm structures.’
(c e c 2004c Article 6, and c e c 2003b Article 5).

The framework for defining good agricultural and environ-
mental condition (ga e c ), shown in Figure 5, makes specific
reference to a minimum level of maintenance to avoid the
deterioration of habitats and the encroachment of unwan-
ted vegetation on agricultural land. The use of ‘encroach-
ment’ suggests that there is an intention to prevent future
abandonment of any land receiving public subsidy, rather
than to address current abandonment. In the longer term,
especially when sa p s /s p s payments approach e u payment
levels, ga e c may be a useful tool to prevent land abandon-
ment, but only if it is enforced (inspection rates may be as
low 1per cent of farms per year, with quite small financial
penalties for initial failures of compliance, so enforcement is
likely to be a considerable issue). The term ‘unwanted vege-
tation’ is significant in that it appears to allow the restora-
tion of wood pastures or the introduction of agro-forestry on
land claiming sa p s /s p s .

3 9



figure 5
Framework for Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition as defined in e c Regulations 1782/2003 and 2199/2003

Standards

Minimum soil cover 
Minimum land management reflecting site –
specific conditions
Retention terraces

Standards for crop rotations where applicable
Arable stubble management

Appropriate machinery use

Minimum livestock stocking rates or/and appropriate 
regimes
Protection of permanent pasture
Retention of landscape features
Avoiding the encroachment of unwanted vegetation 
on agricultural land 

Issue

soil erosion:
Protect soil through appropriate measures

soil organic matter:
Maintain soil organic matter levels through appropriate
practices

soil structure:
Maintain soil structure through appropriate measures

minimum level of maintenance:
Ensure a minimum level of maintenance and avoid the 
deterioration of habitats

It is worth noting that in some e u 15 Member States the pre-
sence of trees and shrubs in a field may not necessarily be
judged as a failure to comply with ga e c , provided the rest of
the field is grazed or mown as required, the trees and shrubs
have some biodiversity value (and therefore are not ‘unwan-
ted vegetation’) and the area they cover is excluded from the
s p s claim. If a similar principle applied to ga e c in new
Member States it might offer an incentive for farmers
progressively to bring abandoned land back into manage-
ment, if they could increase their sa p s claim by a small
amount each year; it is not known if there would be adminis-
trative problems with this approach.

It seems likely that most new Member States will interpret
the ‘minimum level of maintenance’ for ga e c as a require-
ment to cut the vegetation at least once a year, or alternati-
vely to graze it so as to remove most of the year’s growth.
Although the framework allows setting minimum stocking
rates some e u 15 Member States have been reluctant to do
so because of the difficulties of checking stock numbers. It
may seem tempting to attach rigorous environmental condi-
tions to cross-compliance, but caution is needed. Because
sa p s payments per hectare are relatively low initially any
attempt to use very onerous cross-compliance requirements
may fail if farmers simply choose to ignore them and take
the risk of penalties, or choose not to enroll the land into the
payment schemes.

4 0
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The relationship between ga e c ‘minimum level of mainte-
nance’ and agri-environment payments is important. Until
2006, in countries where sa p s is applied, two separate sets
of c a p environmental conditions in new Member States will
be operating:
• for Pillar One payments, ga e c as described above;
• for Pillar Two payments, Good Farming Practice or g f p ,

the baseline which all recipients of agri-environment and 
l fa payments under the 2004-06 Rural Development
Plans must comply with; g f p is defined by each Member 
State and agreed by the Commission; agri-environment
payments cannot be made to farmers for a management
practice specified in g f p .

In reality many farmers will have to observe both sets of con-
ditions, especially in countries with large areas of l fa .

There is another set of Pillar One cross-compliance require-
ments, with a list of 18 e u standards in the fields of environ-
ment, food safety and animal health and welfare, which are
compulsory only under the s p s and will therefore not apply
to new Member States using the sa p s until they have to
join the main scheme. Although these ‘Annex III’ require-
ments do not directly affect the management of abandoned
land they may have other implications. For example they
may contribute to the loss of very small dairy herds on semi-
natural grassland, if the farmer cannot meet e u hygiene or
animal welfare requirements.

For new/redefined l fa s and for agri-environment payments
from 2007 the draft successor to the current Rural Develop-
ment Regulation makes no reference to g f p , which suggests
that for the 2007-13 Rural Development Programmes there
may only be one main set of cross-compliance requirements,
essentially those for Pillar One. In the case of agri-environ-
ment it will be complemented by additional national or
regional requirements at the discretion of m s . This is an

important issue because, whatever standard is used as a
baseline for payments, the work required to meet the stan-
dard cannot qualify for agri-environment payments. For exa-
mple, if the standard required annual mowing or limited gra-
zing, agri-environment measures would not be able to pay
for this if the farmer is also claiming sa p s /s p s ; they would
however be able to cover the additional costs of mowing at a
later date than required by the standard, or of grazing at hig-
her stocking rates.

national envelopes under article 69 of 
regulation 1782/2003
So called ‘national envelopes’ are available only under the
main s p s , so will not be relevant in most of the new Mem-
ber States until they switch from sa p s to s p s . Beyond this
they could be a valuable tool to support livestock farming on
semi-natural grasslands. Member States are allowed to
retain up to 10 per cent of their total Pillar One funding as a
‘national envelope’ and use it to make additional payments
to specific types of farming which are ‘important for the pro-
tection or enhancement of the environment or for improving
the quality and marketing of agricultural products’. This
could be an important policy tool in the longer term.

5 . 3  c a p P i l l a r  Two  Po l i c i e s  R e l e va n t t o  
A b a n d o n e d  L a n d  

characteristics of cap pillar two
In the new Member States a larger proportion of their c a p
budget is spent on Pillar Two and a smaller proportion on Pil-
lar One, compared to the e u 15 Member States. Pillar Two is a
substantial rural development fund with a wide variety of
tools attached (29 measures available in the current Rural
Development Regulation). Unlike Pillar One there is only par-
tial e u funding for Pillar Two measures and they can be
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applied selectively to areas or categories of beneficiary, and
can also be combined with state aids.

Governments have a great deal of flexibility in how they may
use Pillar Two, which is illustrated by the allocation of 2004-
06 Rural Development Programme funding by different new
Member States shown in Figure 6. This reflects to some
extent the pressing social and economic problems which
compete with environmental priorities for rural development
funding, and also the decision in some new Member States
to use Pillar Two funds to top-up Pillar One sa p s payments
until 2006.

From these preliminary estimates it appears that an average
of 13 per cent of the Rural Development Programme funds in
seven new Member States has been allocated to agri-envi-
ronment measures (compared to 27 per cent in e u 15), but
this figure conceals major differences between Member 
States. The Czech Republic has allocated almost half of the
Rural Development Programme budget to agri-environment
schemes and most of the remainder to l fa s, with no Pillar
One top up. In contrast, Lithuania has allocated 20 per cent
of the budget for topping up Pillar One, 10 per cent for agri-
environment, 23 per cent for early retirement and 24 per cent
for l fa s.

A survey of non-governmental organisations closely involved
in the preparation of the 2004-06 Rural Development Pro-
grammes found that many Member States have made
efforts to target funding towards high nature value farm-
land and Natura 2000 sites by:
• using the option of l fa payments for special areas;
• offering farmers rates of payment for agri-environment

and other measures which are 10-20 per cent higher than 
on normal farmland;

• designing special zonal agri-environment measures for 
l n f land.

Nevertheless a number of problems have been identified
which may limit the effectiveness of the 2004-06 r d p s in
supporting biodiversity management of farmland. Some
land does not qualify for l fa support (or sa p s direct pay-
ments) because it has not been managed within the pre-
vious two years. When farmers are planning the future of
their business, agri-environment payments may unable to
compete with investment aids for farm improvement, lea-
ding to agricultural intensification and the loss of biodiversi-
ty management. Farmers may simply be less aware of agri-
environment and other rural development payments, than of
Pillar One payments. Small farmers are particularly impor-
tant in conserving biodiversity, because of their generally
less intensive farming systems, but they may need detailed
advice and information if they are to take advantage of Rural
Development Programme funds (i u c n 2004).

existing policy tools allowing for restoration of
abandoned hnv farmland
The options offered by Pillar Two support to allow recovery
of land where management has been suspended for a long
period and to put it back under management, seem limited,
but the need for restoration of abandoned h n v farmland is
a recognised concern in the e u .

Investment measures for restoration of abandoned
h n v farmland
Several options under the current Rural Development Regu-
lation (1257/1999, r d r ), are available to finance investments
in the countryside. Article 4 of r d r offers the opportunity to
fund investments aimed at improving agricultural produc-
tion, maintenance and promotion of low input farming, pre-
servation and promotion of high nature value and sustaina-
ble agriculture respecting environmental requirements.
Article 33 of the r d r can be used for restoring abandoned
land in some conditions. It includes the options of invest-
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ment aimed at land improvement and protection of the
environment in connection with agriculture. The provisions
of this article are currently used by some Member States for
land restoration. It might also be possible to use the aid for
the setting up of young farmers for renewing production on
temporarily unmanaged land, where economic viability can
be demonstrated, and minimum standards regarding the
environment adhered to.

Taking into account the limitations of the mainstream agri-
cultural and land management measures within the r d r , as
well as measures such as diversification, tourism and handi-
craft development, l e a d e r -type approaches for the new
Member States may offer the best opportunity for integra-
ting different measures to deal with restoration of manage-

ment and improving economic viability in rural areas prone
to abandonment.

pillar two in 2007 – the new european 
agricultural fund for rural development 
It is uncertain whether the successor to the Rural Develop-
ment Regulation which will enter into force at the beginning
of 2007 will offer provisions precisely equivalent to those of
1257/99 with respect to land abandonment. The remainder
of this section discusses the options relevant to abandoned
land which are likely to be available for the 2007-13 Rural
Development Programmes, based on the draft Regulations
published in July 2004 for support under the new European
Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (c e c 2004a, c e c
2004b).

figure 6
Preliminary structure of Rural Development Plans in c e e c -7 for 2004-06
source: friends of the earth europe (2004) 

Estonia Latvia Lith. Poland Hungary Czech Slovakia Total 

Shift-back to the 1st pillar 14% 9% 20% 20% 0% 0% 19% 15%

Less favoured areas 18% 54% 24% 27% 11% 45% 47% 30%

Agri-environmental progr. 30% 8% 10% 10% 41% 49% 15% 18%

Afforestation of farmland 6% 0% 4% 3% 3% 3% 1% 3%

Early retirement of farmers 0% 2% 23% 18% 11% 1% 0% 13%

Meeting e u standarts 22% 18% 13% 7% 23% 0% 5% 9%

Semi-subsistence farming 7% 8% 5% 10% 5% 0% 1% 7%

Setting up producer groups 0% 1% 0% 1% 3% 1% 1% 1%

Technical assistance 2% 1% 1% 1% 5% 1% 3% 2%



The draft Regulation rearranges most of the existing Rural
Development Regulation measures into three priority groups
or ‘axes’, with a new requirement to allocate each axis a
minimum proportion of the budget of every Rural Develop-
ment Programme as shown in Figure 7. e u co-financing rates
also vary between axes.

Priority axis 1 for improving competitiveness contains a wide
variety of measures with varying effects on land abandon-
ment, mainly through their impact on the viability of diffe-
rent types of farm business. Early retirement, aid for young
farmers, and support for semi-subsistence farms are discus-
sed below.

Priority axis 2 for land management is of direct relevance to
re-instating biodiversity management on abandoned land
and continuing such management on h n v farmland, becau-
se it includes agri-environment, revised l fa support and the
new Natura 2000 payments, which are discussed in detail
below. The preamble to the draft Regulation makes clear
that this axis should contribute to the implementation of
the 6th Community Environment Action Programme and the
e u Sustainable Development Strategy.

Priority axis 3 for diversification of the rural economy and
the quality of life in rural areas could be of benefit in sustai-
ning rural communities in marginal farming areas where lar-
ge areas of high nature value farmland are at risk of aban-
donment.

l e a d e r funds can combine funding from the other axes
and could be useful in funding local schemes to prevent or
reverse abandonment, particularly where other e a f r d
measures may not apply.

Measures form all three axes offer an opportunity to deal
with abandonment of h n v farmland.
Under axis one, restoration of abandoned h n v farmland
may be incorporated under the measure for setting up
young farmers (Article 21), especially since the proposed eco-
nomic viability requirements are more relaxed; modernisa-
tion of farms (Article 25) seems to offer an opportunity;
investments in infrastructure needed for access and water
management may also be covered (Article 28). In the n m s
support for semi-subsistence farming, although not directly
aimed at such undertakings, may equip farmers with the
capital necessary to undertake investments needed to bring
temporarily unmanaged land into ga e c . Measures aimed to
support production and marketing of quality and/or value
added products have a great potential to contribute to the
improved economic viability of farming on h n v farmland.
Under axis two, the majority of the measures offered means
of preventing abandonment or ensuring appropriate biodi-
versity-sensitive management of h n v farmland. Land
management measures, such as support for agri-environ-
ment undertakings, redefined l fa s, Natura 2000 areas and
afforestation will be dealt with in detail below. Among other
articles in axis two, Article 38 seems to offer an opportunity
for financing investments related to meeting commitments
under agri-environment management contracts and enhan-
cing the public amenity value of Natura 2000 areas. Howe-
ver eligibility conditions applying to agri-environment meas-
ures and Natura 2000 compensatory payments may
preclude any areas that are not in ga e c to start with. The
article does not offer any room for reaching h n v farmland
that is not designated as Natura 2000.
Within axis three, opportunities seem to be less apparent
that in the present r d r , where Article 33 could be used for
both land improvement and other measures aimed at pro-
tection of the environment in connection with agriculture,
forestry and landscape conservation. The proposal does not
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figure 7
Proposed three priority axes for the new European Rural Development Fund

Priority axis

1
Targeting the 
competitiveness of
the agricultural and
forestry sector

2
Land management

3
Diversification of rur-
al economy and
quality of life

l e a d e r

Measures

Vocational training, information 
Setting up young farmers
Early retirement
Advisory and farm relief services
Farm modernization
Forest improvement
Support for meeting e u standards
Producer groups
Semi-subsistence farming (for n m s )

Natural handicap payments to:
• mountain areas
• other areas
Natura 2000
Agri-environment
Animal welfare
Non-productive investments
Sustainable forestry measures

Diversification into non-agricultural activities
Support for micro-enterprises
Tourist activities
Protection and management of natural heritage
Essential services, village renovation
Vocational training, skills acquisition and animation

Implementing rural development strategies, co-operation
projects, running local action groups

Minimum
RDP budget share 

15%

25%

15%

At e u level a mini-
mum of 7% of bud-
get reserved

Co-financing rate

20-50% (75% in
Convergence
regions)

20 - 55% (80% in
Convergence
regions)

an extra 3% of e u
budget held back
and allocated to
best performing
Member States
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offer equivalent measures, although it might be possible to
seek opportunities for restoration activities under Article 49.
On the other hand axis three offers a broad range of meas-
ures essential in supporting economic and social improve-
ments in rural areas, such as diversification into non-agricul-
tural activities, support for tourism development, protection
and management of the natural heritage, vocational training
and skills acquisition. Such measures will indirectly help to
prevent further depopulation of rural areas prone to aban-
donment and contribute to balanced sustainable develop-
ment, including its economic and social aspects.

land management measures
Agri-environment measures
Agri-environment payments are the most appropriate way of
paying for very specific targeted habitat and species
management on h n v farmland and also acknowledge the
value of this management to society. It is encouraging that
the Implementing Regulation specifies that in calculating
agri-environment payments ‘the economic consequences of
abandoning land or ceasing certain farming practices may
be taken into account where this is justified by the agrono-
mic or environmental circumstances’ (c e c 2002). This means
that payment rates can cover the costs of maintaining far-
ming activity where it is not economically viable, in contrast
to other situations where payments simply cover the loss of
income resulting from reducing the intensity of manage-
ment.

Agri-environment schemes can often be adapted to the
diversity of requirements for abandoned land but to achieve
the management objectives farmers must being willing to
participate, which in turn often depends on realistic
management requirements and adequate payment rates.
Agri-environment schemes are most likely to prevent aban-
donment where alternative uses for the land are limited,

intensive agriculture is not a particularly attractive option
and farmers have the knowledge and skills needed for
management of h n v land. Where land has already been
abandoned, other actors such as environmental n g o s may
be more likely to take on management responsibility and to
use agri-environment support following its restoration.

Enquiries in Poland suggest that agri-environment payments
can be claimed for some land within the farm that does not
qualify for sa p s payments. This may offer the opportunity of
using agri-environment payments for ongoing management
with a particular mowing or grazing regime on h n v farm-
land, following its initial restoration (tree and scrub removal)
paid for by other means, eg measures equivalent to those
developed under Art. 33 of the r d r by Sweden and Latvia.
Alternatively, the approach used in some countries is to fund
one-off restoration costs as state aids in the first year or two
of the agreement and pay annual agri-environment
management payments thereafter.

The formula used to calculate agri-environment payments in
the current Rural Development Regulation 1257/1999 is:
income foregone + additional costs resulting from the 
commitment + an incentive if needed

The incentive element is particularly useful for targeting
uptake at particular groups of farmers, for example those on
Natura 2000 sites or young farmers taking over h n v land
who otherwise might convert it to intensive agriculture. The-
re is some concern that the draft e a f r d Regulation propo-
ses replacing the ‘incentive’ element of the payment (which
the Commission believes may be open to abuse) with an ele-
ment to cover the ‘transaction costs’ for the farmer, such as
time spent filling in forms, seeking advice, preparing plans
and undergoing training. This could be useful in some cases
but it is difficult to see how the transaction costs for a far-



mer considering abandoning the land differ from those of
his neighbour on a similar farm. The loss of the incentive ele-
ment therefore seems likely to reduce government flexibility
in targeting agri-environment payments towards h n v land
at risk of abandonment.

Less Favoured Areas 
Support for Less Favoured Areas takes the largest share of
the budget in four of the new Member States’ Rural Develop-
ment Programmes for 2004-06, and in the seven plans ana-
lysed accounts for an average 30 per cent of the budget
(i u c n  2004). Current l fa support is available as a payment
per hectare over large areas of land where farming is made
more difficult by natural handicaps such as mountains, soils
and climate, or by difficulties of reaching markets. l fa pay-
ments are a potentially useful provision for land under thre-
at of abandonment and land where management is to be
reintroduced, as they are currently available to most farmers
over a wide area. The Community Biodiversity Action plan for
Agriculture notes that: ‘This [l fa ] allowance is the Commu-
nity’s preferred instrument for preventing the abandonment
of agricultural land (although this objective will be achieved
by using a whole set of measures depending on rural deve-
lopment schemes and c m o s’ provisions23’) (c e c 2001, para-
graph 54).

There has been considerable criticism of the existing l fa
system, for example by the e u Court of Auditors, and some
changes are proposed in the e a f r d draft Regulation. From
2007 the l fa compensatory allowances would be renamed
as ‘natural handicap payments in mountain areas and pay-
ments in other areas with handicaps’. The criteria for the
designation of mountain areas may remain unchanged if the
Member States concerned wishes it so. However, the defini-
tion of ‘other areas with natural handicaps’ is likely to mean
a significant reduction in the area eligible for l fa

payments in some Member States, because the payments
will be restricted to areas affected by:
• ‘significant natural handicaps, notably a low soil producti-

vity or poor climate conditions and where maintaining 
extensive farming activity is important for the manage-
ment of the land, or

• specific handicaps, and where land management should 
be continued in order to conserve or improve the environ-
ment, maintain the countryside and preserve the tourist
potential of the area or in order to protect the coastline 
(this type must not exceed 10 per cent of the are of the 
Member States)’(c e c 2004b).

Commission criteria to define these areas are likely to be
part of the implementing rules for the new e a f r d Regula-
tion.

If in certain areas l fa support is lost it may increase the risk
of abandonment (or conversion to more intensive produc-
tion) and the e a f r d funds saved will not necessarily be redi-
rected to other land management measures. It will therefore
be important that the criteria defined by the Commission for
the selecting the new l fa areas cover both abandoned or
threatened h n v land where ‘maintaining extensive farming
activity is important for the management of the land’, per-
haps by linking this management to e u and national envi-
ronmental priorities and the wider benefits to society.

Natura 2000 payments 
The proposed Natura 2000 payments provide a clear link
with e u environmental policy and offer payments per hecta-
re of ‘utilised agricultural area’ to compensate for ‘costs
incurred and income foregone’ as a result of restrictions
attributable to the Habitats and Birds Directives. This appe-
ars to suggest that land must at least be registered as agri-
cultural land and possibly compliant with ga e c before Natu-
ra 2000 payments can be claimed; there are also investment

23 cmo is Common Market Organisation and refers to the pre 2005 system of
coupled Pillar One payments in eu15, Slovenia and Malta 
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aids available to achieve the management of Natura 2000
areas and to ‘enhance their public amenity value’.

other potentially related measures
Animal welfare support
It is proposed that e a f r d support should be available to far-
mers who undertake voluntary animal welfare measures
going beyond the mandatory requirements which will form
part of cross-compliance on Pillar One direct payments when
the eight new Member States join the main c a p scheme. It
may be worth considering whether inability to comply even
with basic e u animal welfare requirements, when they beco-
me mandatory, is likely to lead to abandonment of land now
used for traditional livestock management. If so, there may
be an argument for making support available to help such
farmers meet the new standards during the transitional
period before these become mandatory (probably in 2008).

Measures to improve the competitiveness of 
agriculture and forestry
In some situations the causes of land abandonment are pri-
marily an ageing population of farmers on small farms or
land fragmentation following privatisation. The availability
of early retirement, schemes for young farmers and support
for restructuring will make it more likely that such abando-
ned land will be brought back into use as part of a viable
farm business. These measures alone will not ensure approp-
riate environmental management and may actually discou-
rage it. There is some evidence in the u k , for example, that
where elderly farmers hand over h n v land to younger far-
mers significant agricultural improvement is likely, at the
expense of biodiversity. To prevent this, young farmers could

be offered preferential terms to enter agri-environment
schemes (more difficult if there is no incentive element in
agri-environment payments). Advice and information about
environmental management and the financial support avai-
lable might also help, and possibly training too.

Measures for diversification of the rural economy 
In remote and marginal areas where large-scale land aban-
donment is a risk, the proposed measures to support tou-
rism, farm diversification and micro-enterprises may offer
additional sources of income for farm families managing
High Nature Value land of low productivity; the Natura 2000
investment aids may also help with the creation of ecotou-
rism infrastructure.

leader
l e a d e r offers a bottom-up approach with decision-making
power given to local action groups and partnerships imple-
menting innovative, co-operative projects. It is likely to be a
valuable tool in dealing with land abandonment because it
offers an opportunity to integrate funding from the three
separate axes into one package. The new proposals for fun-
ding will reward those regions which develop effective
l e a d e r programmes during the 2007-13 plan period. Pro-
jects relevant to land abandonment might include, for exa-
mple, preparing and implementing a plan to prioritise the
management of abandoned land and linking it to marketing
of added value local produce and eco-tourism. l e a d e r may
be particularly useful for abandoned land which for one
reason or another fails to qualify for sa p s , l fa or agri-envi-
ronment payments.

4 8
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5 . 4  S e l e c t i n g  Po l i c y  O p t i o n s  -  I s s u e s  t o  
Co n s i d e r

causes and effects of abandonment 
are heterogeneous
It is important to recognise that across the countries of cen-
tral and eastern Europe there is great variation in the type of
land which is abandoned, the reasons for abandonment and
its environmental effects. Some abandonment may only be
transitional, often as a result of an incomplete land reform
process which may now be accelerated by the availability of
c a p payments to fund investment. Other abandonment may
be structural, because land which was brought into produc-
tion on state or collective farms is too poor in quality or too
far from markets to support a viable private business under
the c a p . The social and economic changes following inde-
pendence and e u accession are far from complete and may
trigger new instances of abandonment.

Some abandonment may now appear to be beneficial to the
environment, for example the development of rough gras-
slands which has favoured corncrake and raptors, but this
effect is almost certainly temporary because in most areas
long-term abandonment will lead to natural development of
forest. On the other hand abandonment of parts of very lar-
ge arable plots may benefit both biodiversity and landscape
if allowed to develop into scrub or woodland, and the reve-
getation of arable land may also prevent soil erosion.

It is therefore important to recognise that causes of aban-
donment may vary from place to place and over time, and
that the means of bringing this land back into management
will also vary and will often require a combination of agricul-
tural, environmental and social policy tools, as illustrated in
Figure 8.

a flexible and dynamic policy response to 
observed changes
The main driver of abandonment, the transition process, is
not complete and is entering a new phase with the availabi-
lity of c a p and Structural Funds for investment in land,
infrastructure and jobs. e u farmers will become more expo-
sed to market fluctuations than under the current c a p regi-
me and this in itself may lead to cycles of price changes with
marginal arable land in particular being taken in and out of
production. There is likely to be significant change in land
abandonment as a result and it is important that these
changes and their environmental effects are monitored and

h n v agricultural land

Reversing abandonment

Removal of unwanted vegetation

Neccessary investments (e.g. fencing)

Incentives for continued management
Agri-environment schemes

l fa for conventional management or Natura 2000

Agro-forestry schemes

Training and advice

Broader measures for viable rural areas
Improvements to rural services (education, health, culture)

Incentives for economic diversification (incl. tourism)

Improvements to infrastructure (roads, water supply etc.)

Preventing abandonment

figure 8
Combining e a f r d measures for abandoned land



evaluated. The policy response must be able to adapt to the
changing situation – for example during the life of the next
phase of Rural Development Programmes 2007-13. It will also
be important to ensure that administrative rules (e.g. on size
of enterprise eligible for payments, type of beneficiary) do
not inhibit innovative solutions to abandonment.

reinstating management on abandoned land 
is not an eu priority 
No priority is given to supporting increased production in
the e u – not least because this would compromise w to
negotiations – and it follows that there is no current agricul-
tural policy reason to bring abandoned land back into pro-
duction, although the market may do this anyway. The c a p
reform makes clear, through the use of cross-compliance
with Good Agricultural and Environmental Conditions
(ga e c ), that land receiving Pillar One payments should not
in future be abandoned, but there is no requirement to use
this land productively. In the absence of any agricultural prio-
rities, there must be very clear policy justification on environ-
mental and socio-economic grounds if c a p Pillar Two funds
are to be used for managing abandoned land.

long term viability of hnv land management 
Biological, agricultural and social systems are needed to sup-
port the restoration of abandoned h n v land and to prevent
future abandonment – it is not sufficient simply to target
measures at the abandoned plots. Biological networks, lin-
king abandoned land to similar habitats are needed as a
source of seed and as a route for animal species to use in
recolonisation. The abandoned land must be linked to a via-
ble farming system – for example with livestock to use the
hay and graze the meadows. Social networks provide a com-
munity in which the next generation of farmers can live,
with schools, shops and transport services; this is particularly
important in areas where depopulation has been a signifi-
cant cause of abandonment.
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Over the next two years many important details of c a p
implementation for the period 2005-13 will be decided by the
new Member States. These of course include the preparation
of the 2007-13 Rural Development Programmes but there are
other less obvious decisions which could influence the long-
term management of abandoned land.

A very helpful precursor to using these opportunities would
be the preparation of national and regional priorities and
strategies for the management of abandoned land as sugge-
sted in section 4.3 above. Because the management of aban-
doned land will usually require the use of agricultural funds
to meet environmental objectives it is essential that these
strategies demonstrate clearly how managing abandoned
land will benefit society and help to deliver government and
e u environmental obligations and priorities such as the
Habitats, Birds Water Framework Directives. Some of the key
influencing opportunities relevant to abandoned land are
shown in Figure 9.

6
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Ke y  
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Key decision 

Preparation of environmental priorities and
strategies (e u , national and regional) for
bringing abandoned land back into manage-
ment, and preventing further abandonment

Definition of ga e c cross-compliance for the
sa p s scheme

New e a f r d Regulation and implementing
Regulation

Possible use of coupled livestock payments in
the main s p s scheme

Setting regionalised payment rates under the
s p s

Administrative rules on eligibility for s p s

Environmental evaluation of 2004-06 r d p
measures

Ex ante evaluation for 2007-13 r d p

Definition of new, possibly more restrictive
l fa areas

Choice and regional targeting of 2007-13 r d p
measures, especially the land management
measures and l e a d e r

Allocation of budget share to the three axes
of 2007-13 measures and l e a d e r

Design and budgeting of 2007-13 r d p land
management measures

Evaluation and monitoring of 2007-13 r d p s

Revisions to 2007-13 r d p s

Date

Soon 

Now - 2005

Now - 2005

2005 - 08

2005 - 08

2005 - 08

Now - 2006

2005 - 06?

2006?

2006

2006?

2006?

From 2007

2007 - 13

figure 9

Key decisions which will affect the management of abandoned and threatened h n v land in new Member States
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Afforestation: Measures to encourage
new woodland development, including
financial incentives for farmers who
convert agricultural land to woodland
and forest.

Applicant countries: Countries that
have formally applied to join the e u ,
for example: Croatia, Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia.

Agri-environmental measures: Spe-
cial environmental measures that pro-
vide for payments for commitments
going beyond normal good farming
practice (g f p ). The support provided is
for specifically designed farming prac-
tices that help to protect the environ-
ment and maintain the countryside.
Agenda 2000 and the June 2003 c a p
reform strengthened these.

Candidate countries: Countries whose
application to the e u has been accep-
ted. Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey are
candidate countries. Negotiations have
been opened with Bulgaria and Roma-
nia but not yet with Turkey.

Co-funding rates: These are the rates
at which measures are jointly funded
(co-funded) by the e u and the acce-
ding countries: e.g,. 80 per cent e u , 20
per cent acceding countries (there is
already co-funding of existing meas-
ures by the e u and Member States
which is normally at a rate of 50 per
cent each – the co-financing rate varies
according to the structural fund objec-
tive status (which establishes maxi-
mum and minimum rates) and the
choice of the Member State in its pro-
gramming documents. The 2003
reforms established a maximum e u
contribution of 85 per cent for agri-
environment measures.

Common agricultural policy (c a p ):
The set of legislation and practices
adopted by the Member States of the
e u in order to provide a common, uni-
fied policy on agriculture (under Article
33 of the e u Treaty). The c a p is the
most integrated of the e u -wide poli-
cies implemented by the e u . It aims to
ensure that agriculture can be maintai-
ned over the long-term at the heart of
a living countryside. This means that
the policy is targeted not just at agri-
cultural producers but also at the
wider rural population, consumers and
society as a whole.

Compensatory allowances: Compen-
sation paid to farmers in naturally less
favoured areas (l fa s): to ensure conti-
nued agricultural land use and thereby
contribute to the maintenance of a via-
ble rural community; to maintain
countryside; and to maintain and pro-
mote sustainable farming systems
which take account of environmental
protection requirements. Also paid in
areas with environmental restrictions,
to ensure environmental requirements
and to safeguard farming in areas with
environmental restrictions.

Cross compliance: With a view to bet-
ter integrating the environment into
the c m o s, since the year 2000, Mem-
ber States have had the option of tying
direct payments to the 

Decoupling: Breaking the link between
the direct payment a farmer receives
and production or price of a specific
farm product.

Direct payments: This was initially
introduced to compensate farmers for
loss of income following a reduction in
institutional support prices and is an
important instrument in stabilising
farmers’ incomes. Examples of direct
payments include the per hectare aid
for growing cereals, oilseeds and pro-
tein crops, the suckler cow premium
and the slaughter premium for cattle,
the Single Payment Scheme introduced
by the most recent c a p reform, and
the Single Area Payment Scheme
applying in 8 of the new Member Sta-
tes.

Early retirement scheme: Involves
making support payments to farmers
to provide an income for elderly far-
mers who decide to stop farming, to
encourage the replacement of elderly
farmers by farmers able to improve the
economic viability of remaining agri-
cultural holdings, and to reassign agri-
cultural land to non-agricultural uses.

e ag g f - European Agricultural Gui-
dance and Guarantee Fund: The fund
which finances the c a p . The e ag g f
finances agriculture expenditure,
measures linked to the environment,
and structural and rural development
measures. It now accounts for less
than half of the e u budget, compared
to three-quarters in the past. e ag g f
expenditure represents around 0.5 per
cent of the e u ’s g d p .

Farm advisory systems: Systems set
up to help identify and propose impro-
vements in farm management perfor-
mance with regard to, for example,
improving business potential, diversifi-
cation, statutory environmental, public,
animal and plant health and animal
welfare standards.

G l o s s a r y
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Financial discipline mechanism:
A mechanism for ensuring that the
EU’s farm budget, which is fixed until
2013, is not overshot.

Financial perspective: The ‘financial
perspective’ provides the framework
for e u expenditure over several years.
The ‘agricultural guideline’ limits e ag f
expenditure within this framework.

Good farming practice (g f p ): A prin-
ciple set out in the Agenda 2000 c a p
reform. Member States have to define
codes of g f p at regional or national
level. g f p should correspond to the
type of farming that a reasonable far-
mer would follow in the region concer-
ned, which entails as a minimum com-
pliance with general statutory
requirements concerning the environ-
ment, occupational safety, animal wel-
fare etc.

‘Horizontal’ regulation: This is the
informal name for Council Regulation
(e c ) No 1782/2003 of 29 September
2003, which was the central legislative
text adopted during the most recent
c a p reform. It covers, inter alia, cross-
compliance, the single payment sche-
me and its regional application, modu-
lation and financial discipline, and all
other direct payments to farmers, reg-
rouping many provisions from previous
sectoral Regulations that were adopted
under the Agenda 2000 c a p Reform

Integrated administration and con-
trol system (i ac s ): e u -wide system
for controlling and processing farmers’
aid applications in place in each Mem-
ber State.

Intensification: Reduction of produc-
tion by using less intensive methods of
crop or livestock production (e.g. lower
livestock densities, less use of chemical
fertilisers or pesticides, etc.).

l e a d e r : e u ‘Community initiative’ for
funding pilot projects for rural deve-
lopment schemes. It is designed to
help rural actors consider the long-
term potential of their local region and
to encourage the implementation of
integrated, high-quality and original
strategies for sustainable develop-
ment. The latest Leader initiative is
known as Leader+.

Less favoured areas (l fa ): Areas of
the e u where natural physical condi-
tions cause low agricultural productivi-
ty. The e u makes efforts to support
l fa farmers for the vital environmen-
tal and societal role they perform in
these disadvantaged areas.

Modulation: Mechanism by which e u
farm spending is transferred from mar-
ket-related support payments to rural
development policy measures (i.e. from
Pillar Oneto Pillar Two of the e ag g f ).

Multifunctionality: The complemen-
tary role played by agriculture in addi-
tion to producing food. It includes its
contribution to sustainable develop-
ment, the protection of the environ-
ment, the sustained vitality of rural
areas and poverty alleviation.

National grassland inventory 
projects: these were organized in the
c e e c s by the Royal Dutch Society for
Nature Conservation in co-operation
with local institutions from 1997
onwards in the framework of the p i n -
mat r a Programme and for Poland
p s o programme of the Dutch gover-
nment.

National top-ups: Option given to the
new Member States to complement
direct aid up to the level applicable pri-
or to accession, provided that the total
support does not exceed the level of
direct payments in the existing e u
Member States.

New Member States: There are 10
new Member States which acceded to
the e u on 1 May 2004: Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lit-
huania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and
Slovenia.

Organic farming: Organic farming
refers to an agricultural system based
on drastic restrictions on farm inputs
such as fertilisers and pesticides.
Production rules are very strictly laid
down to protect the environment and
to encourage sustainable agricultural
development.

Pillars of the c a p : Alongside the com-
mon organisations of the markets that
constitute the ‘first pillar’ of the c a p ,
rural development policy was confir-
med in the Agenda 2000 as the
‘second pillar’ of the c a p with the pur-
pose of improving the economic, social
and environmental situation of all rur-
al areas in a context of sustainable
development.
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Premiums: Refers usually to direct pay-
ments made to farmers linked to cer-
tain agricultural activities (premiums
are used most often in the livestock
sector, paid per head of livestock).

Rural development policy: This is a
policy approach that seeks to maintain
the vitality of the countryside through
a balanced development of rural areas.
Agriculture has an important role to
play, particularly regarding the lands-
cape and employment. Many policy
measures are available to be used and
part-financed by Member States.

sa pa r d : The special accession pro-
gramme for agriculture and rural deve-
lopment. This has helped 10 c e e c s, pri-
or to their membership, to prepare for
their participation in the c a p and the
internal market through a range of 15
measures intended to support the
competitiveness of their agriculture
and the development of their rural are-
as and to prepare for application of the
e u regulatory framework. The
management of Sapard has (a first for
an external aid programme), been fully
decentralised. It is administered by the
candidate countries providing them
with the opportunity to gain experien-
ce of applying the mechanisms for the
management of agriculture and rural
development programmes in advance
of e u membership.

Semi-subsistence farms: Farms which
produce for own consumption, but
market a certain proportion of their
production.

Set-aside: The removal of land from
production, usually for supply control,
regional development or environmen-
tal purposes. Set-aside is sometimes
required as a condition for farmers to
receive support payments.

Single area payment scheme (sa p s ):
Option offered to the 10 new Member
States to aggregate all the direct pay-
ments into one single “basket” (nation-
al financial envelope) to be distributed
to farmers on the basis of a single cri-
terion which is the number of hectares
of their holding.

Single payment scheme (s p s ): Direct
aid payment for e u farmers, indepen-
dent from production, (see ‘decoupling’
above), to be introduced following the
June 2003 c a p reforms and which
replaces most of the previous direct
aid payments to farmers.

Structural funds: At present, four
structural funds allow the European
Union to grant financial assistance to
resolve structural economic and social
problems:
• The European Regional Development
Fund(s) (e r d f ) whose principal objec-
tive is to promote economic and social
cohesion within the e u through the
reduction of imbalances between
regions or social groups;
• The European Social Fund (e s f ): the
main financial instrument allowing the
e u to realise the strategic objectives of
its employment policy;
• The European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund (e ag g f Guidance
Section) which contributes to the
structural reform of the agriculture
sector and to the development of rural
areas;

• The Financial Instrument for Fisheries
Guidance (f i f g ): the specific fund for
the structural reform of the fisheries
sector.

Subsidies: Direct or indirect benefits
granted by a government for the pro-
duction or distribution of a good or to
supplement other services.

Support prices: Prices fixed by policy
makers to determine, directly or indi-
rectly, domestic market or producer pri-
ces. Agricultural policy measures may
focus on supporting farm income pri-
marily through price supports (e.g.
commodity prices may be supported
through the purchase and storage of
surplus commodities).

Sustainability: Development which
meets the needs of the present wit-
hout compromising the ability of futu-
re generations to meet their own
needs (as defined by the e u ’s 5th Envi-
ronmental Action Programme).

Treaty of Rome: Treaty establishing
the European Community, signed in
Rome on 25 March 1957.

World Trade Organisation (w to ):
The World Trade Organisation is the
only global international organisation
dealing with the rules of trade
between nations. At its heart are
agreements, negotiated and signed by
the bulk of the world’s trading nations
and ratified in their parliaments. The
goal is to help producers of goods and
services, exporters, and importers con-
duct their business. The w to ’s 146
members reach agreements on the
basis of consensus.
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Monitoring of land use cover in Slovenia in the last twenty
years has shown a constant increase of the land which is out
of agricultural use. Although the methodology of land use
monitoring has changed during these decades, all data show
almost the same percentage of this kind of land. The data
from 1986 (Agrokarta, 1986) show 80% of abandoned land
covered by forest trees and 20% by bushes and shrubs, ( it
includes 8 % of land which is already considered as forest).
The last land use monitoring data (from 2003) detected
“Overgrown areas”. This type of land is being abandoned and
has the following characteristics: tree cover is 20-75%, trees
are small, young and occur randomly or are well spaced out,
usually these are areas, which due to unfavourable geograp-
hical conditions, are abandoned. If these areas have not been
used for agricultural purposes for more than 20 years, and if
the tree cover is more than 75% the area is delimited as
forest. Summarizing overgrown areas cover 2,5% of Slovenia,
grasslands 17,2%, arable land and permanent crops 13%, and
forest 60% (the rest is urban, water, etc ). The overgrown are-
as are dispersed throughout the whole country, but the most
undesirable appearance is found in regions where this
reflects abandonment of management (Karst areas and
southern part of Slovenia) mainly due to a decrease of the
farmers’ population and unfavourable environmental condi-
tions for farming (also l fa ).

The measure, which was applied in Slovenian Agri-Environ-
mental Programme 2001-2006, had positive results. The
objective of the measure was to clean the overgrown vege-
tation and conserve the sustainable agricultural use of cle-
aned land area. Payments were given (only for one year) per
acreage of cleaned land only when the undesired vegetation
was cleaned, without influence on micro-relief structure. The
additional obligation was to commit this land to minimum 
5 years for any other agri-environmental measure. The pay-

ment was e u r 195 The long-term goal of the measure was
sustainable revitalization of agricultural land. The beneficiary
was eligible for the payment only once and when also addi-
tional requirements form Slovene agri environmental Pro-
gramme requirements were fulfilled and the land was detec-
ted as abandoned (form orthophotography).

The number of beneficiaries was the biggest in the first year
of measure (see the table) and later decreased. Unfortunate-
ly the measure was cancelled in 2004, after technical nego-
tiations with the European Commission. The measure was
considered non-eligible under new rural Development Pro-
gramme 2004-2006. The main reason was that the land is
currently out of use and it can not be converted into agricul-
tural land again (it would increase agricultural production),
beside this the input was considered as an »investment«.
Also other new MS had similar problems with measured tar-
geting abandoned land.

t h e  ta b l e :
No of Agricultural Holdings and ha included in the measure 
»revitalization of agricultural land« in 2001-2003

Year No. Of  AH ha
2001 60 486,99
2002  31 145,20
2003 18 31,03

Since land abandonment is a serious problem, not only in
Slovenia, but also in other Member States (mainly new, but
not excluding old MS!) the possibility to open the scope of
the new Rural Development regulation also for this type of
land seems to be the right way. This type of land is not only
out of the production, but is in many cases not well
managed to protect the biodiversity and some specific high
natural value habitats. There are even some n at u r a 2000
areas located on shrubby areas and for their preservation the
efficient management has to be provided (and supported).

Case study Slovenia
By Marta Hrustel Majcen, MoAFF, Slovenia.

A n n e x :
C a s e  s t u d i e s  S l o ve n i a , u k a n d  L a t v i a
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Land abandonment - and the opposite problem of too much
grazing on some land - is being tackled in England through
creating a “sheep national envelope”. This takes a small pro-
portion of payments allocated under Pillar I of the c a p (in
this case the Sheep Annual Premium) and places them in an
“envelope” to be used for environmental purposes. From
2005 the equivalent provision exists in Article 69 of Council
Regulation e c 1782/2003 (establishing common rules for
direct support schemes under the common agricultural poli-
cy). This states that “Member States may retain up to 10% of
the component of national ceilings [for the Single Payment
Scheme]…the Member State concerned shall make, on a
yearly basis, an additional payment to farmers in the sector
or sectors concerned by the retention. The additional pay-
ment shall be granted for specific types of farming which are
important for the protection or enhancement of the environ-
ment…”.

Undergrazing and abandonment are difficult management
issues, which will affect over 21,000 ha of nationally impor-
tant wildlife sites (s s s i s) in England by April 2005. The
decoupling of farm support from production means that
there are further sites that will be very vulnerable to aban-
donment in the future as low-intensity grazing becomes less
economic. Undergrazing in England affects small sites and
resolving it is requires intensive effort with outlay on infrast-
ructure, such as fencing and scrub control, and staff time to
work with many land owners and managers. The Sheep w e s
project supports grazing on sites likely to be abandoned
because the continuation of grazing is good for the site con-
dition and is much cheaper than paying for grazing re-intro-
duction at a later date.

The “envelope” of money from the Sheep Annual Premium
Scheme is used to fund the Sheep “Wildlife Enhancement

Scheme”. This was launched in 2003 and is managed by Eng-
lish Nature on behalf of the government. The objective is to
help farmers implement sustainable grazing on s s s i s and
the scheme should help to deliver sustainable grazing on
over 38,000 ha of s s s i by March 2005. The Sheep Wildlife
Enhancement Scheme provides financial support to sheep
farmers to help them to re-structure their business in order
to achieve a better balance between sheep and wildlife
management. Support is provided up front in the form of
capital payments for stock reduction, farm business advice,
stock purchase, shepherding and grazing infrastructure e.g.
fencing, water supply and scrub clearance.

The scheme works alongside other initiatives such as the
Grazing Animals Project which is a partnership of organisa-
tions helping graziers deliver sustainable land management.
The Grazing Animals Project tackles those issues that are
stopping appropriate grazing , for example by linking wildlife
habitats with the local graziers who can help to manage
them.

Although in the long term English Nature advocates a radical
shift away from the Single Payment Scheme towards Rural
Development and agri-environment measures, it thinks that
in the medium term that “national envelopes” have conside-
rable potential to tackle issues such as land abandonment in
a way that the Single Payment Scheme cannot do. However,
Regulation 1782/2003 needs some clarification to ensure that
both new and old Member States can use it to benefit the
environment.

Case study u k
By Gareth Morgan, English Nature, UK.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

After Latvia recovered its independence, proper arrange-
ments in the sphere of ownership rights was one of the basic
tasks for unhindered functioning of a free market economy.
Alignment of ownership and economic relations in rural are-
as of Latvia started with agrarian reform in 1990 and it inclu-
ded reform of land property and management.
Aim of the land reform was to set up an agricultural land
management structure based on private property. It envisa-
ged restoration of land ownership rights of the former
owners or their heirs as well as allotment of land free of
charge to those residents of Latvia who wished to undertake
agricultural activities.
This case-study will subsequently deal with land ownership
and land use, Natura 2000, Land use in Natura 2000 areas
and management measures for Natura 2000 within the Rur-
al Development Plan.

I . L a n d  U s e

Land is the main natural means of production of agriculture.
Land must be used by co-ordinating private and public inte-
rests and requirements of environmental protection.
The total territory of Latvia covers 6, 4589 million ha. Less
then a half of the total area of land of Latvia is suitable for
agriculture.
The agricultural land covers 2, 48 million ha, forests – 2,86
million ha, brushwood – 0,117 million ha end the rest of area
is covered by swamps, waters, yards, roads and other lands.
After that follows that the main types of land use are agri-
cultural land, which covers 38% of total area of Latvia, the
forestland – 45%, other land and inland waters covers – 17%.
The State Land Service has made the Land Balance, which

shows how land is distributed over the whole country accor-
ding to the main purposes of use of real properties and types
of land use, considering the property status (land title, user
rights, unclaimed land) and the status of the owner (natural
person or legal entity, including municipalities and state
institutions).
As of beginning of 2002, 44.5% of national land fund were
with a registered ownership, but 52,7% were allocated for
permanent use to private individuals, legal entities, as well
as local governments and public institutions. In land owners-
hip structure private individuals take up the main share,
owning altogether above 2,7 million ha, which is about 94%
of lands with registered ownership.
In the beginning of year 2004 53,5% of national land fund

were registered ownership, where main share physical enti-
ties take up - 47,6% and 45,5% of national land fund in 2004
is land in use, where physical entities take up to 11,7 but the
main share goes to state institutions – up to 29.5% of all
land in use. Land in use of state institutions covers 64,3% of
total area of land area of Latvia. Land used by the state insti-
tutes mainly goes in forest land.

I I . A g r i c u l t u r e  L a n d  u s e

The trends in the use of agricultural land serves as an indica-
tor of agricultural policy implementation. If the land is used
to full extent, it is an evidence of the capacity of agricultural
sector to generate stable and sufficiently high income, which
encourages expanding business and a more complete use of
the available natural resources. And vice versa, if a contrary
trend is observed in land use, it means that traditional agri-
culture is not capable to generate an income, which would
motivate the people employed in agriculture to expand their
business.
The total area of agricultural land has decreased from 3,679
thsd hectares in 1935 to 2,480 thsd hectares at the end of
2002.

Case study Latvia
By Indulis Abolins, Ministry of Agriculture, Latvia
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Till 2002 State Land Service collected data on agricultural
land including so called abandoned land, but due to the lack
of governmental funding, monitoring of agriculture land was
not carried out in 2003 and 2004.
Agriculture land structure shows that 55% of total area of
agricultural land is covered by arable land, 23% - by meadow
and pasture, 21% - non –used agricultural land. The structure
of non-used (abandoned) land is not carried out therefore it
is impossible to identify the real extent of grassland and ara-
ble land and other types of land in the density of non-used
agricultural land. The agricultural land, which is covered by
bushes and could not be used for agricultural purposes any-
more as well the agricultural land, which is not used and is
covered by weeds is included in abandoned land area. By the
non-used agricultural land which is covered by bushes
means that the land is close to be included in forest areas or
could be included in forest land in the nearest future. The
non-used agricultural land covered by weeds is in better con-
dition and should not be included in forest land in the
nearest future, but the area still is not involved in agricultur-
al activities.
In 1996 State Land Service, which is the land use supervising
institution, started Agricultural land abandonment survey at
pagasts level. Starting with 1998 till 2002, Starting with 1998
till 2002, the size of non-used agricultural lands has incre-
ased in average 2% per year.
Mainly agricultural land abandonment is caused by changes
in agricultural structure, smaller investments in rural area
and part of land owners lives in the cities or abroad.

I I I . N a t u ra  2 0 0 0

One of the main tools for implementation of the EU Birds
and Habitats Directives is creation of Natura 2000 network
of special areas of conservation. The aim of this network is to
ensure favourable conservation status for bird species men-
tioned in Annex I of the e u Birds Directive, habitats enlisted
in Annex I of the e u Habitats Directive and other systematic

groups of species in accordance with Annex II of the e u
Habitats Directive. The number of species and habitats men-
tioned in the above Directives that can be found in Latvia
are: 60 types of habitats, 22 plant species and 120 animal
species.
In order to meet the e u requirement to choose locations for
Natura 2000 territories by the time of accession to the e u
(01.05.2004), the most appropriate solution for Latvia was to
use the existing system of Specially Protected Nature Territo-
ries as a basis for the new Natura 2000 network and to
adjust it to the demands of the e u Directives. To accomplish
this task, in 2000 the Danish government (da n c e e fund)
allocated funds for the project “Analysis of the Specially Pro-
tected Nature Territories in Latvia and Establishing of e m e r -
a l d / Natura 2000 Network”. The project period – from 1st of
January 2001 till 30th of June 2003. In 2003 the project was
prolonged till 01.05.2004. The project is implemented by
Darudec (Danish Rural Development Consultants) For car-
rying out the project, Darudec concluded agreements with
the Latvian Ornithological Society, that is responsible for col-
lecting data on birds; the Latvian Fund for Nature, that col-
lects data on habitats and all species except birds; and the
Latvian Environment Agency, which is the state institution
responsible for creation and maintenance of the Natura
2000 data base.
One of the main tasks of the Emerald Project is to complete
the overall inventory of Latvian Specially Protected Nature
Territories and, based on findings arising from results of this
inventory, to make final steps to achieve compliance with
the requirements of e u Birds and Habitats Directives with
respect to building the Natura 2000 network

I V. L a n d  u s e  o f  N a t u ra  2 0 0 0

The total number of sites of Natura 2000 is 336, which
covers 777 189 ha or 11% of country’s territory. The average
size of sites is 2304 ha, the most of the sites are 100-500 ha
or bigger than 100 ha.
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The land use structure of the Natura 2000 territory shows
that 49% of whole territory of Natura 2000 is covered by the
forest, 24% is agricultural land, 12% - waters and the rest area
is covered by bogs and other land use types. One third of the
Natura 2000 sites is owned by physical entities (private
land).
Natura 2000 sites covers 57 habitats of Habitats directives,
including 19 priority habitats. In n at u r a 2000 areas the dif-
ferent types of the meadows and grasslands cover 29 537 ha,
of which 11 354 ha or 38% is in need of restoration.
Estimation of extent of abandoned semi-natural grassland
and Important Bird Areas shows that the area covered by the
semi-natural grasslands (not including alpine grasslands) is
17 323 ha of which abandoned semi-natural grasslands cover
10 394 ha. Total agricultural area within Important Bird Areas
is 24 300 ha of which abandoned agricultural used areas is 
6 075 ha.

S u p p o r t m e a s u r e s  fo r  N a t u ra  2 0 0 0

The Rural Development Programme for Latvia 2004 – 2006
includes several measures for management of areas of high
nature value under threat. There is an agri-environmental
measure “Management of biologically valuable meadows”
for the period 2004 – 2006, under which the total supported
territory covers 20 000 ha of biologically valuable grasslands
where the farmers are compensated for environmentally
friendly management of meadows.
Similarly the measure “Less favoured areas and areas with
environmental restrictions” compensates to the farmers for
agricultural operations in n at u r a 2000 sites. This measure
is planned to be implemented starting from the year 2005.
The measure shall cover all agricultural land in n at u r a
2000 sites.

sources:
State Land Service information
“Development of structure and exploitation of agriculture
land fund in Latvia”, V. Micurova
Ministry of Environment, Latvia “Agriculture land in Natura
2000 in Latvia”, I. Mendzi_a
http://www.varam.gov.lv/vad/English/Projects.html
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Land abandonment and biodiversity, in relation to
the 1st and 2nd pillars of the e u ’s Common Agricul-
tural Policy; outcome of an international seminar in
Sigulda, Latvia, 7-8 October, 2004

Coordinated by the d lg Service for Land and Water Manage-
ment with the Dutch National Reference Centre for Agricul-
ture, Nature and Food Quality and the Latvian Ministry of
Agriculture with the Latvian State Institute of Agrarian 
Economics, funded by the Dutch p s o -p pa -short fund execu-
ted by e v d .

In the new e u Member States and the Candidate Countries
land abandonment is a widespread phenomenon since the
start of the transition process in the early nineties. A sub-
stantial proportion of this land is or was important to biodi-
versity. In this project the possibilities were explored to 
restore the condition of a part of the abandoned land and to
bring it under management again. The report contains the
findings of an international seminar held in Sigulda, Latvia,
and a background report. The latter gives information both
on the ecological aspects and the legal framework within
the e u ’s Common agricultural policy.


